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Is to spread the ‘Good News’ of
Yahushua Messiah. The Only
Begotten Son of Yahuwah, the Mighty One
of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. We are not with any
denomination. We are an independent group of believers in
Messiah. We do not hold the 501C tax exempt status and
neither are we a faith based facility. We, Followers of Yah are
no partners with the Government and do not have a main
headquarters in any region of the world. Our head is Yahushua
Ha Mashiach!
What makes Followers of Yah different from other ministries
is the fact that we are a 100% free ministry. Our many free
materials, (ie. DVDs, books and tracts) will enable you to help
us in our mission of reaching the Lost Sheep of Yisra’el
(Israel). Let us blow the rams horn together!
If you would like to know more about us or if you would like
to help in our mission please do not hesitate to visit our
website or write to:
C/O Danny McGuire
Followers of Yahushua Messiah
P.O. Box 1701
Trout Creek, Montana
59874-1701 U.S.A.
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Website: FollowersofYah.com

Story behind the cover. The
Imposter is the false one
who will come to earth
claiming to be the Messiah.
He will not only come for the
Christians. Every religion in
the world is awaiting some
type of Messiah. The false
one, the Imposter will try to
be universal and appease to
the different world religions.
The world will be deceived, if
possible even the elect. This
book, The Imposter will
reveal uncover and makeknown what the Imposter
will do and how he is
capable of doing it.
A recommended companion to this book is “The False Armageddon”.
For your free copy, please write to:
Followers of Yah
P.O. Box 1701
Trout Creek, Montana
59874-1701 U.S.A.
Or send an email to: Emailus@FollowersofYah.com
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The truth must be told. We at F.O.Y are not a big
organization. We do not have some special headquarters here
on earth. We are not 501c tax-exempt, meaning we are not
partners with the government. Our head is the Messiah,
Yahushua himself. Like the proverb says, we have bought the
truth and sold it not. We are not here for handfuls of barley
(money) as the majority of ministries are today. This saddens
us, knowing that some even ask for help with their bills! We
have no special interest in fame, money, nor do we take heed
to any politics or religious groups. Our interest is to reach the
lost sheep of Yisra’el (Israel) now before it is too late. We will
do without, to do everything we can possibly do to inform the
Yahudim of the truth and nothing but the truth, no matter how
disturbing the truth may be. We will follow our Master instead
of itching man’s ears. The Scriptures tell us, “though Yisra’el
be as the sand of sea only a remnant shall be saved.”
Are YOU part of that remnant? If so, we pray the following
will help you understand the things that are soon to take place.
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Preface
The time is coming and is now here when the secret elite
will orchestrate the biggest delusion of all time. Since the
beginning, the screenplay has been written, every line
carefully thought out. The stage known as planet earth is going
through its final transformation. The actors know their lines;
they have been practicing for
The last make-up call will soon
years. Props are about finished
be heard as the wolves scramble
and the blue beams are in place. to put on the sheep’s clothing.
There is no shortage of extras;
The fence… completely empty,
all want a piece of this pie! The because the lukewarmers are
cloned shells have been
starting to get cold.
glamorized, waiting to be
possessed appearing as messengers of light. The last make-up
call will soon be heard as the wolves scramble to put on the
sheep’s clothing. The fence… completely empty, because the
lukewarmers are starting to get cold. The directors are
working out the last flaws while the world leaders give their
allegiance. The world is ready… are You?
As the curtain of this age draws to a rapid closing, my desire
is to work in Yahuwah’s vineyard until the very end.
Reaching as many lost sheep of Yisra’el as I can. In these last
days, as the Ruach (Spirit) of truth rains down on Yisra’el,
the ruach (spirit) of error will also descend deception on those
who do not have eyes to see nor ears to hear. It is written one
will not be able to tell the clean from the unclean. Now is the
time to seek Yahuwah and hear! Let us ask for the gift of
discernment during these troublesome times.
The ram’s horn is blowing! As believers, we must warn the
people of the coming Imposter! (Romans 10:14). We know
judgment starts at the house of Yahuwah (1 Peter 4:17). Now
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is the time to warn the people. It is never too late to work in
Yahuwah’s vineyard (Matthew 20:1-8). Now is not the time
to hide under a rock. When the final preparations have been
made, Yahuwah will need YOU! We, believers are to bear
witness to the truth (John 15:27). Trust Yahuwah as He takes
each member of the body of Mashiach to where it is needed
most. Even if that means taking your spouse and as hard as
this is to write, gulp….even our children to places where we
wouldn’t normally go. Just like Kepha (Peter) went to places
he would not normally go (John 21:18). We must take up our
staff and follow our Master (Luke 9:23).
We, the body of Mashiach, must seek Yahuwah and rely on
him during the coming Great Distress (Great Tribulation,
Jacob's Trouble). Yes, I say try to prepare physically,
spiritually and mentally for the time is near. However, as
Yahuwah revealed to me in a night vision, we must fully trust
Him. He will give us the answers to pass the coming tests. We
shall be over-comers through His Son!
Literally, Ha Shatan has cast many obstacles in front of me
postponing the making of this book but the time is at hand.
May you, the reader double check everything in this book for
accuracy. Certain material found within this book some may
find offensive. Yahuwah’s Rauch Ha Qodesh has revealed
these matters to me. We all must blow the ram’s horn even if
it means not having friends, rejection, called names and even
putting ourselves in harm’s way. We were created to bear
witness to the truth and this we must do.
I pray this book brings esteem to Yahuwah and to His Son,
Yahushua, while exposing the fake messiah along with his
fake kingdom. May these words found within this book be
simple, yet easy to understand. May the message of this book,
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‘The Imposter’ be implemented into your being, so that you,
the reader, will see that the time is upon us. This book will
reveal that first the false messiah (Son of Perdition) will come,
then the Great Distress, (Great Tribulation, Jacob's
Trouble)... and finally the real Messiah will come.
The body of Mashiach are to be watchmen (Jeremiah/
YirmeYahu 6:17). If we see suspicious activity and do
nothing, then unbelievers blood will be required on our hands
(Ezekiel/Yehezqel 3:18-19; 33:8-9). We do not want that.
The Great Distress (Great Tribulation, Jacob's Trouble),
the Mashiach referred to as a woman about to give birth.
Some of us may be gathered up like lambs to the slaughter,
thrown into concentration camps (a.k.a. FEMA camps,
relocation camps, re-education
Whatever the outcome may
camps). Others may be taken to
be, pray to endure til the end.
the High Courts. Sadly, many
will be handed over by their own
loved ones. Yet others will remain to see the esteem of
Yahushua when He returns. Whatever your outcome may be,
pray to endure until the end.
With today’s technology, man can do some amazing
wonders. This book will reveal some of the wonders that are
now set in motion to bring about the changes soon to take
place. Leading us up to the climatic ending, the Seventh
Trump!
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Mystery Babylon…who is She?
Before we look at the fourth beast of Daniel, let us find out
who Mystery Babylon is. These two seem to go hand in hand
since we are told the following:
“And he carried me away in the Spirit into the
wilderness. And I saw a woman sitting on a
scarlet beast covered with names of
blasphemy, having seven heads and ten
horns.” (Revelation 17:3)
A woman in prophesy is symbolic of a church, religious
system, group of believers. Scriptures clearly reveal to us that
there are only two seeds/two nations (good vs. evil, Cain vs.
Abel, Jacob vs. Esau, ha Shatan vs. Yahuwah). This same
theme is carried over to the religious system. That is what this
whole battle is about anyway, who we worship! Since there
are only two nations; it would make sense that there are only
two woman also. The Bride of the Lamb. (Revelation 12:1-2,
19:7-8; 2 Corinthians. 11:2)
“And the dragon was wroth with the women,
and went to make war with the remnant of her
seed, which keep the commandments of
Elohim and have the testimony of Yahushua
Messiah.” (Revelation 12:17)
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The other is the Apostate Church
(Rev. 17). Mystery Babylon can be
traced back to Nimrod and his
mother, whom He married
(Simeramus, Ashtoreth). You might
remember her; the children of
Yisra’el (Israel) made cakes to her.
She was known as the ‘Queen of
heaven’ (YirmeYahu 7:18; 44:1819). Today many have given her the
title, “mother of god.” These two
were leaders of the mystic cult. They
had a son, named Tammuz. He has
been honored by having a month
named after him in the Jewish calendar. Many mourn for him
every year by fasting and lent. We learn in the book of
Genesis that Nimrod became a great hunter (10:9). This is
when they wanted to make a name for themselves (Genesis
11:4). Therefore, they began building a tower to reach into the
heavens. Yahuwah saw this and changed their languages.
That is why this became known as the Tower of Babel
(confusion). Nimrod’s followers are still building this tower.
You can clearly see the five pointed star turned to make the
satanic goats head.
Since the children of Yisra’el (Israel)
played the whore by worshiping the whole
array of heaven, Yahuwah gave them over
to the King of Babylon (confusion). After
seventy years of exile, only a small remnant returned. When
the prophetic 70 weeks spoken in Daniel have come to pass, a
small remnant shall also return to the Promised Land.
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“And YeshaYahu (Isaiah) cries out on behalf of
Yisra’el, “Though the number of the children of
Yisra’el be as the sand of the sea, the remnant shall
be saved.” (Romans 9:27)
The vast majority stayed in Babylon. It is there in the City of
Confusion that the Paleo Hebrew was replaced with the
Modern Hebrew. The Levitical Priesthood was replaced with;
to each his own (Judges 17:6).
The Babylonian Talmud was wrote and erected higher than
the Torah. Judaism of today is not the ancient faith but is
Babylonian. Many believers of modern day Judaism read the
Babylonian Talmud. This mysterious religion was playing
the harlot (Jeremiah/YirmeYahu 3:8, Isaiah/YeshaYahu 57:3)
centuries before the Catholic Church was founded. She was
even divorced because of her whoredoms, sorceries and
mysticism (Jeremiah/YirmeYahu 3:8). This mysterious
religion has been passed on by occultic hidden knowledge
from mouth to ear. That is what Cabal means, receptive.
Just like the pagan Olympic torch that is carried
from one person then passed to another, this
Mysterious Babylonian religious system known as
Talmudism passed from Pharisee Judaism then
infiltered into the Universal Church (R.C.C.) The
Roman Catholic Church just did not copy this apostate
religious system but it is actually the same system! Take note
of the great similarities between these two:
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-Pope (the Jewish High Priest)
-Cardinals (there are 70 of them just like the
Sanhedrin)
-Priesthood (Levitical priesthood was considered
mediators between Yahuwah and men.)
-Daily sacrifice during Mass. (burnt offering
Hebrew 10:11 the Messiah told us in
Luke they would impale him afresh).
Confession to the priest for
forgiveness of sin (Lev. 5:5)
-Altars for sacrifices
-Altar vessels
-Vestments
-Church Building to worship
(Temple)
-Cardinal’s wear skullcap (the
same as the Jewish yarmulke)
-Offertory (Offerings)
-Liturgy (service of the Temple)
-Sabbath observance (Sunday for the R.C.C. and
7th day for the Jews)
-The R.C.C. has ecclesiastical Feasts (Modern
Judaism have added feasts that are not part of
Leviticus 23 for instance Purim & Hannukah)
-Scapular (Sackcloth)
-Works based on salvation (Mosaic Law)
-Wafer (Shew Bread)
-No one can be saved if they are not part of the
Catholic Church (All gentiles must follow the
Noahide Laws to be righteous ones)
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When the torch was handed to the R.C.C (old cult, Mithra),
something incredible happened; Constantine became the first
Bishop of Rome. What soon immerged was the Dark Ages.
Terror was unleashed on all heretics. They made a religion
(Universal Catholic Church) ruler of the state (Rome).
Wow, that is something new, huh? Actually, if we go back a
little further in history, we will find there was another
religious group that consisted of 71 men. They had rulership
over a state and the religion was Judaism. Just like the
church of Rome (R.C.C) released terror on heretics, so did the
Sanhedrin (#1492 a tribunal) prior to the R.C.C. release terror
on those early believers.
We must remember that the Sanhedrin are not ordinary
followers of Judaism but they are the sect known as Zionist.
This council not only condemned the Messiah for blasphemy
but they sought believers from town to town. Some they put in
prison, others they murdered. Remember, Sha’ul (Paul) was
given permission to hunt these early believers down; seeking
to kill them (Acts 26:9-11). Nevertheless, we must ask why?
The reason is that the Sanhedrin (made up of 71
rabbis) have been indoctrinated into Jewish Mysticism known
as Kabbalah (Jewish Mysticism or the Christian Cabal). These
chief priests are not from the Levitical priesthood but have
been hand-picked during the time of exile. The Messiah tells
us that we are to call no one Rabbi (Matthew/Mattithyahu
23:8).
These men are against the Messiah (Mattithyahu 12:14,
26:3, 27:1-2). That is why it is written, “He came to his own
and his own did not receive him.” (John/Yohanan 1:11).
These brood of vipers, serpents, hypocrites and blind
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guides as the Messiah called them (Mathew/Mattithyahu 23)
convinced many to impale Yahushua and let Barabbas free
(Matthew/Mattithyahu 27:21-21, 25). Ha Shatan wanted to
destroy the Messiah that is why he worked through the King
of Judea, the Chief Priest and the Scribes to murder all male
children born in Bethlehem two years and younger.
(Matthew/Mattithyahu 2:3). They claim to be from the seed of
Abraham but Messiah tells us who they really are:
“You are of your father the devil, and the desires of
your father you wish to do. He was a murderer from
the beginning, and has not stood in the truth,
because there is no truth in him. When he speaks the
lie, he speaks of his own, for he is a liar and the
father of it.” (John/Yohanan 8:44)
He further tells us:
“Thus you bear witness against yourselves that you are
sons of those who did murder the prophets and you fill
up the measure of your fathers! “Serpents, brood of
adders! How would you escape the judgment of
Gehenna/hell? “Because of this, see, I send you
prophets, and wise men, and scholars of Scripture.
Some of them you shall kill and impale, and some of
them you shall flog in your congregations and
persecute from city to city, so that on you should
come all the righteous blood shed on the earth, from
the blood of righteous Heb’el to the blood of Zek’aryah,
son of Berek’yah, whom you murdered between the
Dwelling Place and the altar. “Truly, I say to you, all
this shall come upon this generation. “Yerushalayim,
Yerushalayim, killing the prophets and stoning those
who are sent to her! How often I wished to gather your
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children together, the way a hen gathers her chickens
under her wings, but you would not! “See, Your house
is left to you laid waste.” (Matt./Mattithyahu 23:31-38)
The Scriptures tell us also that Mystery Babylon is a great
city:
“And in her (Mystery Babylon) was found the blood of
prophets and set-apart ones, and of all who were slain
on the earth.” (Revelation 18:24)
Scriptures reveal more to us as where this Great City is:
“and their dead bodies lie in the street of the great city
which spiritually is called Sedom and Mitsrayim
(Egypt), where also our Master was impaled,”
(Revelation 11:8)
Where was our Master impaled? Jerusalem! Please notice
the Messiah is not addressing the Jewish people but the
Pharisees and the Sanhedrin, the Zionist! Beloved ones he
warns us twice about this religious system:
"I know your works, and pressure, and poverty yet you
are rich and the blasphemy of those who say they are
Yahudim (Jews) and are not, but are a congregation
(synagogue) of Satan.” (Revelation 2:9)
“See, I am giving up those of the congregation
(synagogue) of Satan, who say they are Yahudim (a
Jew) and are not, but lie. See, I am making them come
and worship before your feet, and to know that I have
loved you.” (Revelation 3:9)
They claim to be Jews, but are they really?
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“In this the children of Elohim and the children
of the devil are manifest: Everyone not doing
righteousness is not of Elohim, neither the one
not loving his brother. Because this is the
message that you heard from the beginning, that
we should love one another, not as Qayin/Cain
who was of the wicked one and killed his
brother. And why did he kill him? Because his
works were wicked but those of his brother were
righteous.” (1 Yohanan/John 3:10-12)
Clearly, Cain killed Abel because he was following his
father (ha Shatan) wanting to have things his way instead of
Yahuwah’s ways. Either we are of Yahuwah or we are of the
evil one. Yahuwah revealed the outcome of Yisra’el’s
(Israel) fate years ago:
“And Yahuwah said to Mosheh (Moses), “See, you are
about to sleep with your fathers. In addition, this people
(Yisra’el) shall rise and whore after the mighty ones of
the strangers of the land into the midst of which they
shall enter, and forsake Me and break My covenant
which I have made with them.”
(Deuteronomy/Debarim 31:16)
“Wherefore hear the word of Yahuwah ye scornful men,
that rule this people which is in Jerusalem. Because ye
have said, We have made a covenant with death, and
with hell are we at agreement; when the overflowing
scourge shall pass through, it shall not come unto us: for
we have made lies our refuge, and under falsehood have
we hide ourselves": (Isaiah/YeshaYahu 28:14-15)
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The Messiah warned us twice about the Jewish Tribunal.
Yet, many Christians are on the bandwagon of supporting and
even helping reinstate this judicial religious system. The ones
that run the ACLU are actually so-called Jews. Media and
television stations like NBC, ABC, and CBS all ran by these
same people. Big bankers, like Allen Greenspan, the
Rockefellers, Wallenberg and the Rothschild…all call
themselves Jews. If you have time, I suggest you do a study on
just who the Russian Czars are. This Religious malt of
Babylonian confusion, we are called to come out of! Not
come out only to go back in under a different title.
Mystery Babylon is religious confusion. The truth is that
there are lots of confusion going around every nook and
cranny hiding within many crevices. She represents the back
alleys. Like a thief in the night, she tries getting into the
coming kingdom through the back door instead of going
through the one that said, “I am the Way, and the Truth,
and the Life. No one comes to the Father except through
Me.” (John/Yohanan 14:6). Within this Mystery Babylon can
be found, Witchcraft, Wicca, Freemasonry, Mormons,
Mithraism, Christianity, Eastern Star, the Jesuits, Illuminati,
New Age, Islam and many more. You think Jim Jones was bad
or even David Koresh, they are nothing compared to the
biggest cult leader of all time….Nimrod! These religions are
just splinters. Spokes in a wheel, being traced back to
Babylon and beyond.
You might be thinking the Sanhedrin,
High Priest, chief Priest and even the
Pharisees are all but a memory…they are
gone right? Well, we have been led to
believe that the Roman Catholic Church is
actually the whore. Indeed, she takes pride in holding that
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torch, along with the cup of abominations. However, soon the
torch will be handed back to the whore of old! Actually, this
system is rising to power now!
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The Seven Universal Laws of Man!
“…and it speaks words against the Most High, and it
wears out the set-apart ones of the Most High, and it
intends to change appointed times (Feast Days) and law
(Torah), and they are given into its hand for a time and
times and half a time.” -Daniel 7:25
Most of us are quite aware how the Roman
Catholic Church has indeed thought to
change Yahuwah’s Ten Commandments
(Marriage Vows).They also think to change
His Feast Days to the pagan so-called holy
days. Nevertheless, were you aware of
another group that has done the same thing?
After careful study on reading Leviticus chapter 23, one
will discover that Yahuwah never tells anyone to keep a feast
called Purim or even Hanukkah. The first day of the year is
actually in the month of Abid not seven months later on the
Jewish New Year, Rosh Hashanah.
Just when you think you've heard it all, here comes the
Noahide (Noachide) Laws! Talk has been going around that
these are harmless; “Hey, they were given to Noah, right?”
On the contrary, to such claims they are extremely
dangerous to EVERYONE! These so called Laws of Noah
cannot be found anywhere in the Torah. We are told to,
“Study to show ourselves approved” (2 Timothy 2:15) for a
reason. Please practice that verse. “Do not be destroyed for
lack of knowledge.” (Hosea 4:6).
Say hello to the Seven Universal Laws of Man as listed by the
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Talmud (Sanh. 56a):
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noahide_Laws)
Prohibition of Idolatry: You shall not have any idols before God.
Prohibition of Murder: You shall not murder.
Prohibition of Theft: You shall not steal.
Prohibition of Sexual Promiscuity: You shall not commit
adultery.
Prohibition of Blasphemy: You shall not blaspheme God's name.
Prohibition of Cruelty to Animals: Do not eat flesh taken from
an animal while it is still alive.
Requirement to have just Laws: You shall set up an effective
judiciary to enforce the preceding six laws fairly.

These laws along with those who promote them, are telling
people there are two sets of laws, one for the Jews (Yahudim)
and the other for Gentiles (goyim). I know, it’s not Scriptural
because we are told:
“There is one Torah for the native-born and for the
stranger who sojourns among you.” (Exodus 12:49)
That is the reason the Noahide Laws are dangerous! Sadly,
these laws are growing at an alarming rate. Millions may
embrace them. You see to the average Christian they are saved
by Grace and not of works. Whereas, others believe, the Jews
have the law and are in no need of a Savour! Could I be
wrong? Not according to the Zionist Pastor John Hagee. The
following appeared in the "Houston Chronicle, April 30, 1988,
“San Antonio fundamentalist battles anti-Semitism.”
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“John Hagee, fundamentalist pastor from San
Antonio and friend of Israel, is truly a strange
fish. ... The man has a mission. He is out to
attack anti-Semitism. He also believes that
Jews can come to God without going
through Jesus Christ.”
That is not what the Messiah said, “I am the Way, and the
Truth, and the Life. No one comes to the Father except
through Me.” (John 14:6) Back to the article:
“In fact, trying to convert Jews is a ‘waste of time,’
he said. ‘The Jewish person who has his roots in
Judaism is not going to convert to Christianity. There is
no form of Christian evangelism that has failed so
miserably as evangelizing the Jewish people. They
(already) have a faith structure.’ Everyone else,
whether Buddhist or Baha’i, needs to believe in
Jesus, he says. But not the Jewish people. Jews
already have a covenant with God that has never
been replaced by Christianity, he says.”
That is contrary to the Scriptures:
Romans 3:10: “As it is written, There is none
righteous, no, not one.”
It is happening beloved friends! The Noahide Laws are
growing in popularity. They have even reached the United
States Congress.(http://www.auburn.edu/~allenkc/7laws.html)
“The U.S. Congress officially recognized the Noahide
Laws in legislation that was passed by both houses.
Congress and the President of the United States, George
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Bush, indicated in Public Law 102-14, 102nd Congress,
that the United States of America was founded upon
the Seven Universal Laws of Noah, and that these
Laws have been the bedrock of society from the dawn
of civilization. They also acknowledged that the Seven
Laws of Noah are the foundation upon which
civilization stands and that recent weakening of these
principles threaten the fabric of civilized society, and
that justified preoccupation in educating the Citizens of
the United States of America and future generations is
needed. For this purpose, this Public Law designated
March 26, 1991 as Education Day, U.S.A.”
Well…isn’t that just sneaky! And here we thought the
United States was founded on the top Ten. Oops, guess we
were wrong, huh? Sadly, this is not just for the state of
Yisra’el (Israel) or even the United States, but for the whole
world:
"This obligation, to teach all the peoples of the earth
about the Laws of Noah, is incumbent upon every
individual in every era" -- (Mishnah Torah, Law of
Kings 8:10).
Do you want to live in Yisra’el (Israel)? If so, are you
prepared to sign forms giving your allegiance to these
counterfeit Ten Commandments?
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_Laws_of_Noah
“In January 2004, the spiritual leader of the Druze
community in Israel, Sheikh Mowafak Tarif, signed a
declaration calling on all non-Jews in Israel to
observe the Noahide Laws as laid down in the
Hebrew Bible and expounded upon in Jewish
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tradition. The mayor of the Galilean city of Shefa-'Amr
(Shfaram) - where Muslim, Christian and Druze
communities live side by side - also signed the
document. The declaration includes the commitment to
make a better, more humane world based on the
Seven Noachide Commandments and the values they
represent commanded by the Creator to all mankind
through Moses on Sinai. Support for the spread of the
Seven Noahide Commandments by the Druze leaders
reflects the Biblical narrative itself. The Druze
community reveres the non-Jewish father-in-law of
Moses, Jethro, whom Arabs call Shoaib. According to
the Biblical narrative, Jethro joined and assisted the
Jewish people in the desert during the Exodus, accepted
monotheism, but ultimately rejoined his own people. In
fact, the tomb of Jethro in Tiberias is the most important
religious site for the Druze community.”
As we can see, the Noahide Laws do not mention the
Sabbath. When reading the following, tears fell to my eyes.
Remember beloved friends, the ones that the Dragon will
wage war with will be those that follow Revelation 14:12.
“Gentiles May Not Be Taught the Torah. Inasmuch
as the Jews had their own distinct jurisdiction, it would
have been unwise to reveal their laws to the Gentiles,
for such knowledge might have operated against the
Jews in their opponents' courts. Hence the Talmud
prohibited the teaching to a Gentile of the Torah,
"the inheritance of the congregation of Jacob" (Deut.
xxxiii. 4). R. Johanan says of one so teaching: "Such a
person deserves death" (an idiom used to express
indignation). "It is like placing an obstacle before the
blind" (Sanh. 59a; ‘ag. 13a). Yet if a Gentile studies
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the Law for the purpose of observing the moral laws
of Noah, R. Meïr says he is as good as a high priest,
and quotes: "Ye shall therefore keep my statutes, and
my judgments, which if a man do, he shall live in them"
(Lev. xviii. 5). The text does not specify an Israelite or a
Levite or a priest, but simply "a man"—even a Gentile
('Ab. Zarah 26a). Resh La’ish (d. 278) said, "A Gentile
observing the Sabbath deserves death" (Sanh. 58b).
This refers to a Gentile who accepted the seven laws
of the Noachide, inasmuch as "the Sabbath is a sign
between God and Israel alone," and it was probably
directed against the Christian Jews, who
disregarded the Mosaic laws and yet at that time
kept up the observance of the Jewish Sabbath.”
Before I go on, I must interrupt and say the Scriptures are
very clear, there is only one Torah for both the native-born
and the stranger. No one is righteous. The Seventh day
Sabbath was made Qodesh at the beginning (Gen. 2:3). This
Seventh day Sabbath is not the Jews but it is the sign that
binds believers to the Creator of Heaven and Earth.
Ok…back to the article:
“Rabbina, who lived about 150 years after the
Christians had changed the day of rest to Sunday,
could not quite understand the principle underlying
Resh La’ish's law, and, commenting upon it, added:
"not even on Mondays [is the Gentile allowed to
rest]"; intimating that the mandate given to the
Noachide that "day and night shall not cease" =
"have no rest "should be taken in a literal sense
(Gen. viii. 22)—probably to discourage general idleness
(ib.Rashi), or for the more plausible reason advanced by
Maimonides, who says: "The principle is, one is not
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permitted to make innovations in religion or to create
new commandments. He has the privilege to become a
true proselyte by accepting the whole Law" ("Yad,"
Melakim, x. 9). R. Emden, in a remarkable apology for
Christianity contained in his appendix to "Seder
'Olam"(pp. 32b-34b, Hamburg, 1752), gives it as his
opinion that the original intention of Jesus, and
especially of Paul, was to convert only the Gentiles to
the seven moral laws of Noah and to let the Jews
follow the Mosaic law—which explains the apparent
contradictions in the New Testament regarding the laws
of Moses and the Sabbath.
(jewishencyclopedia.com/view.jsp?artid=142&letter=G#543)

According to the Jewish
Kabbalist one does not have to
embrace or even convert to
Judaism. All gentiles just have
to follow the Noahide Laws.
The Noahide (Noachide) Laws
consists of 7 divine
commandments (Mitzvos). These moral codes are believed to
unite all mankind. Point blank, the Noahide Laws replace the
Marriage Vows/Ten Commandments of Yahuwah! These are
not just religious laws but as we have read, the U.S. now
considers them universal laws for all of mankind.
Unbelievable, but it is true! Oh, it gets worse though.
Unlike the Torah teaching
found in Deuteronomy 17:6,
that requires the testimony of
two or three witnesses before
one can be executed, according
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to the Noahide Law it only takes one witness! Whoever is
found breaking one of the Noahide Laws would be subjected
to capital punishment by decapitation (Sanh.57a). To further
expound on this evidence the following is taken from the “The
Encyclopedia Judaica,” 1192 “...violation of any of one of
the seven laws subjects the Noahide to capital punishment
by decapitation.”
Wow, that has my attention. How ‘bout yours? This same
ideology of how to obtain righteousness can be found at
asknoah.org. According to them, all a gentile has to do is
follow these seven laws and they become a righteous gentile.
Anyone older than 18 can sign up to learn these laws indepth
at U.N.A. (united Noahide academics).
There are a few ways this is going to play out: All gentiles
are to work 7 days a week. Hey that could work since many
Christians hold the belief the Law has been done away with
since they are under ‘grace’. Then again Gentiles may be
permitted to keep the Sabbath of their choice and anyone
found keeping the 7th day Sabbath that is not a Jew (DNA
testing could be used) would be decapitated. Whichever way
this plays out, I must repeat those who practice Rev. 14:12,
12:17 this message is for YOU. Seek Yahuwah now because
according to these people a Gentile cannot keep the 7th day
Sabbath!
This book that you are reading will someday be considered
‘hate literature’. Ever heard of the Global Anti-Semitism
Review Act? It was signed back in October 8, 2004. Nobody
should have to be hated simply because of one’s religion, race
or gender but this act that went into effect just involves antiSemitism. In essence, if anyone speaks about the state of Israel
(Yisra'el) in a bad way that person is anti-Semitic. It goes so
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far as to say that anyone who says the Jews were behind the
Messiah being impaled is anti-Semitic. Even the Messianic
Scriptures are considered to be anti-Semitic. How weird,
knowing that during the holocaust, the United States did not
stop it, yet now they have agreed to this review act.
Taking into consideration the Noahide Laws and this
Global Anti-Semitism Review Act, it makes perfect sense
why we see T.V. pastors like John Hagee saying the Jews did
not reject the Messiah and that they do not need to accept
him. I personally believe the Jewish people were not Messiah
killers because Yahushua tells us the following:
“No one takes it from Me, but I lay it down of
Myself. I have authority to lay it down, and I have
authority to receive it again. This command I have
received from My Father.” (John/Yohanan 10:18)
Now that is Power! Also, read John 10:15, 17. He freely gave
His life to redeem us.
“No one has greater love than this: that one should
lay down his life for his friends.”
(John/Yohanan 15:13)
Sure, the Council despised and hated him because they are
of their abba ha shatan. All of us that are members of
the Body of Messiah they also hate (Rev. 12:17).
According to the Noahide Laws if one believes in the
Messiah, Yahushua then they are guilty of Idolatry. To add
fuel to the fire, if you speak the name of Yahuwah, you have
Blasphemy, guilty as charged, outcome decapitation.
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This is nothing new, the stoning of Stephen angered the
council greatly because He spoke the name of Yahuwah
(please read Acts 6 and 7). Stephen had picked up his staff and
followed in his Masters footsteps:
“But Yahushua kept His silence. And the Kohen
HaGadol (High Priest) answered and said to Him, “I
put You under oath, before the living Elohim that
You tell to us whether You are the Mashiach, the
Son of the Almighty.” Yahushua said to him, “You
have said it. Nevertheless I say to you, After this you
shall see the Ben (Son of) Adam sitting at the right
hand of Yahuwah, and coming in the clouds of the
ha shamayim (heaven).” Then the Kohen HaGadol
tore his clothing, saying, “He has spoken blasphemy!
Why further need do we have for witnesses? See,
now you have heard His blasphemy! “What do you
think?” They answered and said, “He is guilty of
death.” (Matthew 26:63-66, Restoration Scriptures)
See according to the tradition, only a Priest is able to speak
Ha Shem (the name) anyone else, guilty of blasphemy.
"Forsaking the command of Elohim, you hold fast
the traditions of men." (Mark 7:8)
Since the Messiah came in His Abba’s name (Yahuwah),
He carries Ha Shem (the name) within His name, Yahushua.
Ponder on the following:
“I have come in My Father’s Name and you do not
receive Me, if another comes in his own name, him you
would receive.” (John/Yohanan 5:43)
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“And you shall be hated by all for My Name’s sake.
But he who shall have endured to the end shall be save.”
(Matthew/Mattithyahu 10:22)
“Then they shall deliver you up to affliction and kill
you, and you shall be hated by all nations for My
Name’s sake.” (Matthew/Mattithyahu 24:9)
“For I shall show him how much he has to suffer for My
Name.” (Acts 9:16)
“Remember the word that I said to you, ‘A servant is
not greater than his master.’ If they persecuted Me, they
shall persecute you too. If they have guarded My Word,
they would guard yours too. “But all this they shall do
to you because of My Name, because they do not
know Him who sent Me.” (John/Yohanan 15:20-21)
“If they persecuted Me, they shall persecute you too. If
they have guarded My Word, they would guard yours
too. “But all this they shall do to you because of My
Name, because they do not know Him who sent Me.”
(John/Yohanan 15:20-21)
“And you shall be hated by all because of My
Name.” (Luke 21:17)
Many of you might be thinking, that was just for those early
believers, there is no Sanhedrin now. If I may, please find
something sturdy to hold on to, the following information
might be a lot to digest.
“There is a special commandment, not connected to
time, but tied to our presence in Israel, to establish a
Sanhedrin …. The Rambam [12th-century rabbi
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Maimonides] describes the process exactly in the
Mishna Torah. When he wrote it, there was no
Sanhedrin, and he therefore outlines the steps necessary
to establish one. When there is a majority of rabbis in
Israel who authorize one person to be an authority,
he can then reestablish the Sanhedrin” (Israel
National News, online edition, December 9, 2004).
http://www.traditioninaction.org/bev/060bev12-20-2004.htm

Will or could we see this council of Sanhedrin rise up in
our lifetime?
“On October 13, the Sanhedrin, the highest tribunal
of the Jewish state and religion, was re-inaugurated by
a group of rabbis in Tiberias after 1,600 years of
absence. According to Jewish sources, last notice of the
Sanhedrin dates around 425 A.D., also in the city of
Tiberias. After that, it ceased to exist.” (Israel National
News online edition, October 13, 2004).
“Newly Formed Sanhedrin Ascend to Temple
Mount”: “In a dramatic but unpublicized move
Monday, members of the newly established Sanhedrin
ascended the Temple Mount.….Rabbi Chaim
Richmond, also a member of the Sanhedrin (Head of the
Temple Institute in Jerusalem), hopes the body will
bring about a revolution in Jewish
jurisprudence…the revival of the Sanhedrin is also
considered a crucial development in preparation for
the messianic age and the rebuilding of the Temple.”
(Arutz Sheva News, December 14, 2004)
Still not convinced, there is more…much more!
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“A unique ceremony—probably only the 2nd of its kind
in the past 1,600 years—took place in Tiberias today:
The launching of a Sanhedrin, the highest Jewish
legal tribunal in the Land of Israel.” (Arutz Sheva
January 20, 2005)
“Sanhedrin Recognizes Council to Teach Humanity-`Laws of Noah’ ”: “A group of non-Jewish delegates
have come to Jerusalem to pledge their loyalty to the
Laws of Noah. They appear before the nascent
Sanhedrin, which established a High Council for
B’nai Noach.” (Artuz Sheva News June 9, 2006)
Once the pains begin, and they have begun, beloved friends
they are not going to go away like some sticky band-aid. Oh
no, they are going to go forth until the seventh trump!
Yep, it sure seems things are lining up. Soon you will be
faced with drawling the line in the sand. Two laws, one for the
Jew the other for the Gentile.
The decree (edict) will go forth:
All Gentiles found keeping the 7th day Sabbath shall be
found guilty of breaking the Noahide law and must be
punished to the fullest… Decapitation.
No Gentile shall be permitted to speak (Ha’shem) the
name of YHWH. All who do have blasphemy and shall
be found guilty of breaking the Noahide Law.
Punishment to the fullest...decapitation.
Now stop and ponder on the following verse that I believe is
extremely important:
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“Here are the patience of the qodesh ones (saints) here
are they that keep the Commandments of Yahuwah and
testimony of Yahushua.” (Revelation 14:12)
Do you have eyes to see and ears to hear? As you eat that
verse let those words be written in your being! Clearly, the
Noahide Laws are intended to replace the Marriage Vows
(Ten Commandments) of Yahuwah. All who continue to
keep Yahuwah's Ten Commandments including His
Seventh Day Sabbath, regardless of what men say, will
be found guilty. Do NOT deny the Messiah, Yahushua in
front of men or He will deny you in front of His Abba! The
Sanhedrin has indeed been established to make sure the Seven
Universal Laws of men are kept. Are you curious in knowing
if there will ever be a court for the Council to judge?

You may be very surprise in discovering that the
Rothschild’s were behind this occultic and huge building. All
the pieces are falling into place. Have you seen the Supreme
Court building in Jerusalem. More pictures can be found at the
following website:
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The holding cells of all criminals (most likely those who
have broken the Noahide Laws) are downstairs and will be
taken upstairs to the courtroom and then sentenced.
If you think you’re safe over here in the States, then you
need learn about the Genocide Treaty. There happens to be
19 articles to this treaty/convention. This is very serious,
especially article #2, “Causing serious bodily or mental
harm to members of the group.” If one causes another
mental harm (as in speaking the truth about the Messiah
Yahushua to a lost world) that one who is guilty, can have
their trial anywhere in the world. Yeah, it’s that bad! I am
reminded of how we are to, “Preach the word; be instant in
season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all
longsuffering and doctrine.” (2 Timothy 4:2)
“NATIONAL ISSUE: One Court For All The World?
A United Nations meeting in Rome is wrapping up
five weeks of work on a proposed international criminal
court. The new court would have worldwide
jurisdiction and could investigate, indict, hold, try, and
punish, those who committed certain crimes. The
proposed international court would subject Americans
to a new world authority... "Were talking about
creating here something that exercises genuine power,
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real put-people-in-jail power, but that is responsible to
no one but itself." said Lee Casey, a constitutional
lawyer with the Washington firm of Hunton &
Williams. [Investment Business Daily, Thursday July
16, 1998 Los Angeles, California]”
That old rugged machine is back! By the millions, the
guillotines are being stored in Georgia and other parts of the
United States. Along with a quarter of a million plastic coffins
found in Georgia. If you think I’m wrong then you might be
interested in reading Bill #1274 of the Georgia House of
Representatives. Read more here:
legis.state.ga.us/legis/1995_96/leg/sum/hb1274.htm
Georgia House of Representatives - 1995/1996 Sessions HB
1274 - Death penalty; guillotine provisions
Code Sections - 17-10-38/ 17-10-44
A BILL TO BE ENTITLED AN ACT
1- 1 To amend Article 2 of Chapter 10 of
Title 17 of the Official
1- 2 Code of Georgia Annotated, relating to
the death penalty
1- 3 generally, so as to provide a statement
of legislative
1- 4 policy; to provide for death by
guillotine; to provide for
1- 5 applicability; to repeal conflicting laws;
and for other
1- 6 purposes.
SECTION 1.
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1- 8 The General Assembly finds that while prisoners condemned
to
1- 9 death may wish to donate one or more of their organs for
1-10 transplant, any such desire is thwarted by the fact that
1-11 electrocution makes all such organs unsuitable for
1-12 transplant. The intent of the General Assembly in enacting
1-13 this legislation is to provide for a method of execution
1-14 which is compatible with the donation of organs by a
1-15 condemned prisoner.

Body of Messiah, before I knew this information, Yahuwah
revealed to me in a night vision the beheading line. We each
looked deep into each other’s eyes and knew what reward we
had coming to us. Praise be to Yahuwah!
"And I saw thrones – and they sat on them, and
judgment was given to them – and the lives of those
who had been beheaded because of the witness they
bore to Yahushua and because of the Word of
Elohim, and who did not worship the beast, nor his
image, and did not receive his mark upon their
foreheads or upon their hands. And they lived and
reigned with Messiah for a thousand years"
(Revelation 20:4)
Now ponder on the following words of Messiah:
“And you shall be hated by all for My Name’s sake.
But, he who shall have endured to the end shall be
saved.” (Matthew/Mattithyahu 10:22)
“But take heed to yourselves, for they shall deliver you
up to councils and to Congregations. You shall be
beaten, and you shall be brought before rulers and
sovereigns for My sake, for a witness to them.”
(Matthew/Mattithyahu 13:9)
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“But before all this, they shall lay their hands on you
and persecute you, delivering you up to the
congregations and prisons, and be brought before
sovereigns and rulers for My Name’s sake.”
(Luke 21:12)
“I know your works – see, I have set before you an open
door, and no one is able to shut it – that you have little
power, yet have guarded My Word, and have not
denied My Name.” (Revelation 3:8)
“And I saw thrones – and they sat on them, and
judgment was given to them – and the lives of those
who had been beheaded because of the witness they
bore to Yahushua and because of the Word of
Elohim, and who did not worship the beast, nor his
image, and did not receive his mark upon their
foreheads or upon their hands. And they lived and
reigned with Messiah for a thousand years.”
(Revelation 20:4)
“And they overcame him (evil one) because of the
blood of the Lamb and because of the word of their
testimony, and they did not love their life even to
death.” Revelation 12:11
“Precious in the sight of Yah is the death of His set
apart ones.” (Psalm 116:15)
“Do not fear those who kill the body, but are unable to
kill the soul; but rather fear Him who is able to destroy
both soul and body in Gehenna.”
(Matthew/ Mattithyahu 10:28)
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According to the Rabbinical Judaism, the Mishna (oral
Law) is above the Torah. The Messiah says much about
these traditions:
“But He answering, said to them, “Why do you also
transgress the command of Yahuwah because of your
tradition?” (Matthew/Mattithyahu 15:3)
“And He said to them, “Well do you set aside the
command of Yahuwah, in order to guard your
tradition.” (Mark 7:9)
“Nullifying the Word of Yahuwah through your
tradition which you have handed down. And many such
traditions you do.” (Mark 7:13)
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Christian Nation on the Rise!
“My people have perished for lack of knowledge. Because
you have rejected knowledge, I reject you from being
priest for Me. Since you have forgotten the Torah of your
Elohim, I also forget your children.”
(Hosea 4:6)
“The world’s problems could be solved by simply repenting
back to God.” How many times have you heard that? This
nation could be the land of plenty again, sounds good doesn’t
it? Oh, if only we could post the Ten Commandments up in
all government buildings. Hey, that is not a bad idea is it? On
the other hand, wait, what about banning same sex marriages?
Hmmm... we can get an early start by closing all abortion
clinics. In addition, while we are at it, every town needs to
plan on having a bonfire, kindle it with all the books that have
to do with the occult, witchcraft and Satanism. Then we need
to outlaw all pornography and at the same time bring prayer
back in schools. Yeah... let’s do it! Our country was founded
on godly principles…remember those founding fathers? Let’s
take it back! We will start here and soon the whole world will
follow giving us a new world. God wills it!
To the undiscerning eye, that seems great.
But we should think again! Hold on. I know
it’s getting a little rocky. Don’t you let go,
brace yourself because the truth is about to
free you from the sinister plan thought up
from the ancient of days! Dominion Theology, ever heard of
it? If not, you need to. This ideology is that God will NOT
bring in His kingdom but man will usher it in. To them,
first earth must go through her so-called ‘cleansing cycle.’
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Then a truly peaceful kingdom on earth will exist. Yep,
billions have and millions more are embarking on this grand
scheme. Jumping like hot cakes onto the bandwagon of the up
and coming Christian Nation! Yes, beloved, Christians are
rising up as the dominos are falling into place. Remember
these words:
“For false messiahs and false prophets shall arise,
and they shall show great signs and wonders, so as to
lead astray, if possible, even the chosen ones.”
(Matthew/Mattithyahu 24:24)
They will find any method to help bring about the massive
brainwashing needed to accomplish their task. There are books
such as, “A Christian Agenda, Game Plan for the New Era”,
“What if America Were A Christian Nation Again?” and
“Toward 2015 A Church Odyssey”
All religious facilities that are 501c tax exempt are
partners with the Government! Plain and simple. If you ever
wondered why a few years ago F.E.M.A. invited preachers to
a special weekend training retreat,
now you know why. The purpose
was to teach these so-call men of
God, how to convince Americans
to give up their guns.
Another technique is to get the
wolves in sheep’s clothing to
spread thought provoking ideas.
Get the Christians in an uproar.
The secret puppet masters of the
Illuminati know exactly how to
pull the strings to get people all
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stirred up. Sometimes the Illuminati may play the race card
(getting the races to fight) at other times they use the religious
hate card. Propaganda is their middle name. Their slogan, ‘any
means justifies the cause!’ They will use any method to bring
about their desire. Think I am wrong? Check out the following
quotes from a few Christian leaders themselves:
Sullivancounty.com/nf0/fundienazis/fundie_quotes.htm

“When the Christian majority takes over this country,
there will be no satanic churches, no more free
distribution of pornography, no more abortion on
demand, and no more talk of rights for homosexuals.
After the Christian majority takes control, pluralism
(ie. multicultural-ism) will be seen as immoral and evil
and the state will not permit anybody the right to
practice evil.” (Gary Potter, President, Catholics for
Christian Political Action)
“I want you to just let a wave of intolerance wash over
you. I want you to let a wave of hatred wash over you.
Yes, hate is good…Our goal is a Christian nation.
We have a biblical duty, we are called by God to
conquer this country. We do not want equal time. We
don’t want pluralism.” [The News-Sentinel (Fort
Wayne, Indiana) August 16, 1993] (Randall Terry,
Founder of Operation Rescue).
“We are talking about Christianizing America. We are
talking about simply spreading the Gospel in a political
context.” (Free Congress Foundation. August 1980).
(Paul Weyrich, Editor of the Conservative Digest)
“This country belongs to God…He’s the One who
brought the United States of America into existence. He
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had a special purpose for it…He raised it up, and it’s
not going to be taken away from Him.” (Kenneth
Copleland)
“The Christian Coalition is launching an effort…to
become acquainted with registered voters in every
precinct (in the country)…(to)…build a significant
database to use to communicate with…registered
voters…(to) mobilize (them)…(to) rebuild the
foundations of…America from the grassroots (up),
precinct by precinct, city by city, state by state.” (Pat
Robertson)
“The founding document of the United States of
America acknowledges the Lordship of Jesus Christ
because we are a Christian nation.”(Pat Robertson)
“If you're not a born-again Christian, you're a failure as
a human being.” (Jerry Falwell)
If these quotes do not have your attention then wait until you
find out how the children are being prepared in all this.
Scriptures tell us how to train up a child and when he/she is
older, he/she will not depart from it, right? They too know
this. Is it any wonder why the communist revolutionary Lenin
once said, “Give me one generation of youth and I will
transform the entire world.” They need to program the
children by a renewing of their minds, using brainwashing
techniques.
Oh the power of thought! Norman Vincent Peale said,
“Repetition of the same thought or physical action develops
into a habit, which repeated frequently enough, becomes an
automatic reflex.”
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The truth needs to be told! Pharaoh had slave masters over
the children of Yisra’el. When ha Shatan set’s up his kingdom
here on earth, he too will need slave masters. Hmm…who do
you think that will be?
Soldiers of Satan are being recruited
through the “Left Behind Eternal Forces”
video game! Have you been brainwashed
into thinking this is just a harmless game? If
so, maybe these quotes will help deprogram
you. This video game is based on the
popular ear itching fictional heresy known
as the Rapture. The game is based on the
very popular “Left Behind” book series by Tim LaHaye and
Jerry Jenkins. Players are on a combined religious and
military mission! The object is to convert or kill. When a
player successfully blows up an infidel (any religion other
than Christianity) people say, “Praise the Lord.” According
to the game if a child does not want to be a Christian blowing
up infidels (Jews, Muslim, Hindu, etc) they can become the
Anti-Christ killing Christians! Some have claimed the
violence from this game is just the struggle between good and
evil. However, according to the website,
leftbehindgames.com/pages/faq.htm, under Game FAQ we find the
following:
When asked, “what is the level of violence in the game”, they
said, “Our game includes violence…”
As of the release, the game had not yet been rated. That
is interesting considering the following: “Left Behind
Games CEO Troy Lyndon, whose company went public
in February, says “the game's Christian themes will
grab the audience that didn't mind gore in 'The
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Passion of the Christ.' 'We have thought through how
the Christian right and the liberal left will slam us,” says
Lyndon. “But mega churches are very likely to
embrace this game.” Though it will be marketed
directly to congregations, Forces will also have a
secular ad campaign in gaming magazines."
(Newsweek Magazine, 2006-MAR-06.)
Let it be noted here that I have seen the gore that is in the
movie, "The Passion of the Christ." Not only did I rebuke
viewing such a film but also I had flashbacks for three days! It
is the most hideous and violent movie I have ever seen.
When asked, “Are guns used by Christians against nonChristians? Why or why not?”
“This answer, in the form of a simple yes or no, is
voided completely while they say a person has to,
“defend themselves against the forces of the AntiChrist.”
Testing… one, two, three...is anyone out there? According
to these people, it is perfectly acceptable for a Christian to
pick up a gun and murder a non-Christian because they
have the right to defend themselves against the forces of the
Anti-Christ! Do YOU see the DANGER in this ideology?
When the N.W.O. (New World Order) is in FULL FORCE,
they are NOT going to think they are following Satan, the
serpent, that dragon. On the CONTRARY, they will think
they are following the long awaited Messiah! They will say it
is YOU that need to be fixed, you need to be prayed for and
eventually you will be killed for opposing their N.W.O.
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Let us turn to the final authority on this subject, the Written
Word of Yahuwah.
“Then Yahushua said unto him, “Put up again thy
sword into his place: for all they that take the sword
shall perish with the sword.” (Matt./Mattithyahu
26:52)
However, according to R. J. Rushdooney he believes the
following, “In winning a nation to the gospel, the sword as
well as the pen must be used."
We learn in Ephesians 6:12, “For we wrestle not against
flesh and blood but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against
spiritual wickedness in high places.”
When the "Great Distress"(Great Tribulation, Jacob's
Trouble) comes, you cannot fight with guns, grenades, swords
or even machine guns! The forces of the anti-messiah will
only be won by those who have the indwelling of the Ruach
Ha Qodesh (Set Apart Spirit).
“You are of Elohim, little children, and have
overcome them because greater is he that is in you,
than he that is in the world.”(1 John/Yohanan 4:4)
“For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but
mighty through Elohim to the pulling down of strong
holds.”(2 Corinthians 10:4)
Back to the game, they were asked, "Does violence depicted
on the game run contrary to Jesus’ message on “love your
enemy?” They responded with, “Forgiveness does not
require absolute defenselessness.”
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Really?
“But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them
that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and
pray for them who despitefully use you, and
persecute you;” (Matthew/Mattithyahu 5:44)
As we can tell, they do go against Yahushua Ha
Mashiach's words of loving our enemies. And the following:
"Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with
good."(Romans 12:21)
"But I say unto you, that ye resist not evil but
whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn
to him the other also." (Matthew/MattithYahu 5:39)
This game is based on mass murdering. Corrupting young
minds all in the form of harmless fun. Brainwashing millions
into thinking it is fine to kill as long as you are a Christian!
This video game is nothing more than a training manual for
Satan’s army that can be learned in the comfort of one’s home.
Preparing vast amounts of people to kill instead of seeking the
only one that can save humanity, Yahushua Ha Mashiach!
When Satan shows up, deceiving the world into thinking he is
the long awaited Messiah, along with the demons that have
masqueraded as angels of light, their army will be ready!
Ultimately, the goal of the Illuminati is to destroy all those
who oppose their One World Government! If they cannot
convert them, then kill ‘em! What better way to train up a
child, kill infidels that way when they get older they will not
depart from it, praising their lord while they kill!
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Oh, but the plot thickens with the movie
called, “Jesus Camp.” This movie is based
on Christian parents that want to get their
unsaved children born again. The Christian
community backs this camp. At “Jesus
Camp”, children are being taught or should I
say brainwashed into taking America back to
becoming the Christian Nation they want it to be. Taking
leadership roles in politics is one way. Jesus Camp is a very
intense training facility to prepare the youth to be in “God’s
Army“. This is amazing! Do you think all graduates receive a
free “Left Behind Eternal Forces” video game? I have
personally watched the YouTube video of Jesus Camp. As I
watched these youths all in military garb with painted faces
chanting, God’s Army! I was left speechless for a few
seconds then outraged at how many do not have eyes to see
what is transpiring right before our very eyes! This is absurd
and almost unbelievable!
Yep, these Christian youths are being
programmed to be soldiers for Christ.
Yeah, I know don’t say it…ok I will…this
reminds me of those videos of the young
Muslim children being trained for the
upcoming jihad…Wow freak-ee! Are you
sitting on the edge of your seat? If not,
maybe the following will have you falling to
your knees! Or better yet, I say seek
Yahuwah and ask for discernment, for the time is coming and
is now here.
The radical Christians will not stop with America; they
want dominion over the whole world. Have you ever heard of
Rick Warren, the author of the very popular book, “The
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Purpose driven life”? Not only did this superstar evangelical
preacher make a P.E.A.C.E. plan, that would put a Christian
church in every single village across the world but he also
thinks of himself as Commander in Chief of a stealth army of
one billion Christian foot soldiers. Hello, is anyone out there?
Rick Warren (member of the C.F.R.)
Notice the white horse? He announced this
global P.E.A.C.E plan in the spring of 2005.
This plan is thought as a reformation in
Christianity and a worldwide spiritual
awakening. What does the acronym P.E.A.C.E. mean?
Planting Churches, equipping leaders, assisting the poor,
caring for the sick, educating the next generation. In order for
the peace plan to work it requires help from the government,
business and churches! This is the new world order beloved
ones. There is going to be a new tax talk about the rich helping
the poor. Communism is the goal. The following quotes are
from Rick Warren:
“There are 2.3 billion Christians in the world. Probably
600 million of them, I believe, are Catholic. And so
when you take all of these together, it is the largest
network in the world.” (Interview with Charlie Rose,
on August 17, 2006)
“Now when you get 25 percent of America, which is
basically Catholic, and you get 28 to 29 percent of
America which is evangelical together, that’s called a
majority. Moreover, it is a very powerful block, if they
happen to stay together on particular issues. ... I
WOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO LOOK AT THIS
EVOLVING ALLIANCE BETWEEN
EVANGELICAL PROTESTANTS AND
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CATHOLICS” (Warren, “Myths of the Modern MegaChurch,” Pew Forum on May 23, 2005
(pewforum.org/events.index.pho?EventID=R80)
Taking all this into consideration,
clearly the onward Christian Soldier
along with the black mercenaries are
no different from the Muslim
extremist. They too are training their
children up for the final jihad (holy
war).
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The Fourth Beast of Daniel
“After this I looked in the night visions and saw a fourth
beast, fearsome and burly, exceedingly strong. And it had
great iron teeth. It devoured and crushed, and trampled
down the rest with its feet. And it was different from all
the beasts that were before it, and it had ten horns.”
(Daniel 7:7)
To those who have eyes to see and ears to hear what Daniel
chapter two and seven is telling us, they have truly found a
precious stone. The reason why these chapters are extremely
important is because they reveal to us that there are only four
kingdoms that reign before the Messiah, represented as the
little rock, destroys the prior kingdoms. His kingdom will have
no end unlike the other four.
So is it any wonder, that in this day-in-age there would be
much speculation as to just whom these beasts are, namely
the fourth beast? Some claim this Beast is Islam. While
others say that it is none other than the Roman Catholic
Church herself. However, who’s right? Could Islam be the
Beast? Or is it the R.C.C? History will reveal this answer to
us.
King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon (gold head) ruled around
605-538 B.C. The Medes and Persians (silver) ruled around
538-331 B.C. Alexander the Great from Greece (brass) ruled
around 331-168 B.C. History reveals to us that Rome (iron)
ruled around 168 B.C. to 476 A.D.) Daniel was sickened over
this terrible Beast. Scriptures reveal to us that this fourth beast
is different from the others. What makes this forth beast,
Rome different from Alexander the Great? Greece? Medes
and Persians?
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This Fourth Beast take parts
of the prior three kingdoms. For
instance, the Babylonian
Religion, the strong edicts of
the Medes and Persians, the
swiftness of Alexander and the
infallible, raising up their rulers
making them into deities. This
beast is also diverse from the
others in that this reign
becomes a religious and
political power!
We learn more about this
beast in the book of
Revelation:
“And the messenger said to me,
“Why did you marvel? Let me
explain to you the secret of the
woman and of the beast she
rides, which has the seven
heads and the ten horns. “The
beast that you saw was, and is
not, and is about to come up
out of the pit of the deep and
goes to destruction. And those
dwelling on the earth, whose
names are not written in the
Book of Life from the
foundation of the world, shall marvel when they see the beast
that was, and is not, and yet is.” (Revelation 17:7-8)
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The Fourth Beast, Rome ruled during the time of Messiah.
By the turn of the century, this Fourth Beast showed its iron
teeth! The Papacy was behind the Inquisition and Crusades.
Right now, this beast is not, but it will soon be again. The
Jerusalem Bible (a Catholic Version) even tells us that this
Fourth Beast is Pagan Rome. It is the Pope who meets with
the sovereigns of the earth. When did Mohammed ever meet
the kings of the earth? The reason Islam is not the fourth
beast is because they have never had world dominion and they
never thought to change Yahuwah’s laws or times (Daniel
7:25). Islam is just another smokescreen.
In reality, they are working together, for a common goal.
Yeah, I know that sounds absurd but remember…we are living
in very strange times. I personally do not put anything past the
‘Luciferician Elite.’ They have one main goal, using
manipulation at every angle. This goal is to have Maitreya,
Ha’Shem, the great architect of the universe (anti- messiah)
rule from Jerusalem! When this happens the world will be
broken into ten nations (kingdoms) having seven kings (rulers)
over each nation fulfilling Daniel 7:7, 20, 24 and Revelation
13:1; 17:12. Canada, Mexico and the United States will unite
becoming one nation.
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“And the ten horns which you saw are ten sovereigns
who have not yet received a reign, but receive
authority as sovereigns with the beast for one hour.
They have one mind, and they shall give their power
and authority to the beast.” (Revelation 17:12-13)
Upon reading Daniel chapter two and seven, it is clear that
the image of gold, silver, bronze, iron and clay runs parallel
with the four beasts of chapter seven. The Fourth Beast is also
the same beast that the woman rides:
“And he carried me away in the Spirit into the
wilderness. And I saw a woman sitting on a scarlet
beast covered with names of blasphemy, having
seven heads and ten horns.” (Revelation 17:3)
We are not just looking at a woman (church) and a beast
(state) power but what we actually have here is a woman
(Babylonian Religion) riding a beast that is both a religious
and a state beast at the same time. This beast is not just the
world governments (for instance the U.N) but is also a
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religious one! See, the woman is riding a scarlet beast. This
is the same Fourth Beast of Daniel chapter two and chapter
seven. As we have uncovered throughout this book there is
only two religious systems that have/had power like this. The
Vatican City with the Papacy and the second the Jewish
Tribunal with the Sanhedrin.
Truly, the woman has been riding the beast’s back.
Something remarkable is about to happen though:
“And the ten horns which you saw on the beast,
these shall hate the whore, and lay her waste and
naked, and eat her flesh and burn her with fire.”
(Revelation 17:16)
It seems to me, after the false messiah (Son of
Perdition) has set up his fake kingdom, giving the ten horns
their rule for one hour with the beast, they will turn on the
woman and overthrow her. Then the Great Distress (Great
Tribulation, Jacob's Trouble) will be upon all those who
oppose this Religious System that controls the states/world.
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Man’s Wrath by Weather Manipulation…it Has Begun!
“And there shall be great earthquakes in various places,
and scarcities of food and deadly diseases. And there shall
be horrors, and great signs from heaven.” (Luke 21:11)

The best war fare…weather manipulation! When all else
fails, just blame it on the rain or better yet blame God…you
betcha it’ll work! Have you ever heard of chemtrails? These
poisonous chemicals are being sprayed in the sky. Not only
are they causing people to get sick (such as asthma). But there
has been an increase in other diseases as well. These
chemicals can also be used to change weather conditions. Why
and who would be doing this?
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Have an open mind and hold onto my hand, we are about to
step outside the box. A new movie will be released on home
DVD July 1st, 2008, called ‘Vantage Point.’ In this movie, the
President of the United States is assassinated. The public did
see him get shot... Right? Was it a double or a hologram? I am
reminded of how recently an audience had no clue that Prince
Charles was not really there. When the speech ended he
simply disappeared. Today's technology a hologram can give
the illusion the dead lives.
As we stand outside the box, I’m going to give you a job….a
stage director. You are in charge of setting up props. Think big
here... Yes, much bigger than that movie. You are in charge of
the biggest event in all of history…convincing millions and
millions upon billions that they just witnessed the second
coming of Messiah. Can you do it? If not, stay outside that
box with me for a while, you will see some fascinating signs
unfold before our very eyes.
Whoever controls the weather wins the war! These weather
engineers know exactly, what needs to be sprayed to bring
about the desired outcome. Get up early and look outside. As
the day progresses, so does the weird clouds. I am not going to
get into the science part of it but I do recommend an excellent
article by Scott Stevens called, “Chemtrails.”
Here is part of the lengthy article.
According to the “Daily Express”:
Weather Wars? New evidence suggests US & Russia are
embroiled in an illegal race to harness the power of
hurricanes & earthquakes.
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“British government papers, just released by the National
Archives, show that throughout the Seventies there was
deep mistrust between the two superpowers over
environmental warfare. The documents reveal that both the
US, which led the field, and the Soviet Union had secret
military programmers with the goal of controlling the
world's climate. "By the year 2025 the United States will
own the weather.” one scientist is said to have
boasted…The Americans now admit that they invested 12
million over five years during the Vietnam war on "cloud
seeding" - deliberately creating heavy rainfall to wash
away enemy crops and destroy supply routes on the Ho
Chi Minh trail, in an operation codenamed Project
Popeye…In the US, the technology was developed under
the high-frequency active aurora research program
(HAARP) - Originally part of Ronald Reagan's
controversial Star Wars defense system. Based in Gokoma,
Alaska, the weapon operates by beaming powerful radio
waves into the upper atmosphere to alter weather
patterns… Michel Chossudovsky, professor of economics
at the University of Ottawa in Canada, who has studied
official military documents about HAARP, is in no doubt
that the weapon is ready. “I don't think there are any
peaceful applications - it is a weapon of mass destruction,
capable of major climatic disturbance. Part of the beauty
is that the enemy might never know that a weapon had been
used. I believe the UN agreement is certainly being
violated.” The Russians are thought to have their own
"weather steering" system, called Woodpecker, involving
the transmission of low-frequency waves which are capable
of disrupting the atmosphere and altering the path of the jet
stream. It is claimed that a prolonged drought in California
in the Eighties was caused by the blocking of warm, moist
air for many weeks…Damian Wilson, a physicist with the
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Met Office, believes it is possible to alter the course of a
hurricane, which could have enormous life-saving
potential. Scientists have also researched ways of
triggering earthquakes. By setting off small quakes,
pressure could be released and a disaster averted. However,
military scientists believe it is also possible to direct
powerful energy beams into vulnerable fault zones,
causing the Earth's plates to shift, creating a massive
earthquake. Along fault lines beneath the oceans, the
same technology could be used to launch devastating
tsunamis…
Former US defense
secretary William Cohen
warns: "Terrorists are
engaging even in an ecotype of terrorism whereby
they can alter the climate,
set off earthquakes and
volcanoes remotely
through the use of
electromagnetic waves. It's real, and that's the reason
why we have to intensify our efforts."…Despite these
stark warnings, such is the immense power of nature, it
seems inevitable that Man will continue to play God.”
The United States and the Russians are working together! I
personally know the brother of the United States’ mad
scientist who teamed up with the Russian scientist. Both, part
of the Club of Rome/Club of 300. Before the mad scientist
turned mad, the Pope personally forgave him for the sins he
was about to commit against mankind.
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Why would the Pope be involved? As I answer that
question, please remember we are still standing outside the
box. The reason the Pope is involved is because he is working
with the same crew, in manipulating the biggest illusion of
all time... The arrival of the Son of Perdition! Not only does
anti-messiah mean against, as in an opponent but it also
means in place of, as in a substitution.
I hope you have not forgotten that we are not dealing with
rational people here but with evil! The Messiah tells us the
following: “If you people do not see signs and wonders, you
do not believe at all.” (John/Yohanan 4:48). Those that
believe in Dominion Theology know this. What do you think
they are up to? Yep, you guessed it…they have been working
overtime to come up with signs and wonders to trick even the
elect, if it were possible! We are told the following:
“And there shall be signs in the sun, and moon, and
stars, and on the earth anxiety of nations, in
bewilderment at the roaring of the sea, and
agitation, men fainting from fear and the expectation
of what is coming on the earth, for the powers of the
heavens shall be shaken. “Then they shall see the
Son of Adam coming in a cloud with power and
much esteem. “And when these matters begin to take
place, look up and lift up your heads, because your
redemption draws near.” (Luke 21:25-28)
At the writing of this book, the wicked weather is ever
increasing. China has been hit hard. In the News, they are
already calling the flood in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, The Great
Flood of 2008. According to news source, they are saying 100
city blocks are underwater. The Quaker Oats building and the
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corn mill, both underwater. We will continue to witness
catastrophic events like this. Do you want to know why? See,
they have read the verses describing the last days. One verse
can be found in the great book of Mark:
“For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom
against kingdom: and there shall be earthquakes in
diverse places, and there shall be famines and
troubles: these are the beginnings of sorrows.”(Mark
13:8 K.J.V.)
Friends, they are going to
make the famines and
earthquakes happen! Just
totally forget that Global
Warming scam! That Cyclone
hit the area where the world's
‘rice’ is grown. Hello? Some
farmers have even been paid not to grow crops. This freaky
weather is happening all over. Right now as I write, the midWest is dealing with massive flooding while the East is
reaching record-breaking heat waves. Last year in my area, the
mad scientists brought a very late frost. Resulting in many
crops like grapes, peaches, apples, etc left with less than 1/4 of
their average harvest. Later that same year a massive drought
hit the same area. Many farmers are now forced to sell their
livestock because they are unable to afford the rising costs of
hay and grain. Things are about to burst! Shortage of food is
on the rise. Have you ever pondered how they can say the
price of gas per gallon will be such-in-such by a certain time
of year and so it is? Hmm, maybe it is because they make it
happen. More layoffs are ahead as the economy barely
survives. We could very well see the railroad system back in
operation. It will seem good but in reality, the trains will be
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the first class tickets to the F.E.M.A camps (Concentration
camps). Those stimulate packages may very well be last meal
tickets!
Hey, what’s that smell? Smells like
Dominion Theology doesn’t? In
order to deceive the people, the evil
doers have to mirror those verses.
Before we see Yahuwah’s Wrath,
first we will witness Man’s Wrath
by weather manipulation. Yes, they
are playing God and will put the
blame on their God not the Creator
(Yahuwah) of Heaven and Earth. Remember Hurricane
Katrina? Many preachers like Pat Robinson, Hal Lindsey,
John Hagee, David J. Meyer and even a few Rabbi’s jumped
in the pig-pen, claiming Katrina was in some way or another
an act of God. Some blamed it on sin, others because the
United States supported the Gaza evacuation. They said it was
punishment (judgment) from God. This is nothing new. Check
out this quote by the late Jerry Falwell, “AIDS is not just
God's punishment for homosexuals; it is God's
punishment for the society that tolerates homosexuals.” I
would not be surprised if we see some disaster hit the United
States now that homosexuals can legally get married in the
state of California. Are you seeing how this works? This
blame game will escalate to the revealing of the Imposter!
Yahuwah will allow these evil ones to do this. Only those
who have eyes to see will perceive what the real famine is:
“Behold, the days come, saith the Master Yahuwah
that I will send a famine in the land, not of bread, nor
a thirst for water, but of hearing the words of
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Yahuwah.” (Amos 8:11, K.J.V. with proper name
added)
Cleary, man will try to duplicate a wrath, a so-called
promise land, enforce universal laws replacing the Ten
Commandments and will set up a world dictator coming in
place of the real Messiah.
“How you have fallen from the heavens, O Helel, son of
the morning! You have been cut down to the ground,
you who laid low the gentiles! “For you have said in
your heart, ‘Let me go up to the heavens, let me raise
my throne above the stars of Ěl, and let me sit in the
mount of meeting on the sides of the north; let me go up
above the heights of the clouds, let me be like the Most
High.’ “But you are brought down to the grave, to the
sides of the Pit. “Those who see you stare at you, and
ponder over you, saying, ‘Is this the man who made the
earth tremble, who shook reigns, who made the world
as a wilderness and destroyed its cities, who would not
open the house of his prisoners?’
(Isaiah/YeshaYahu 14:12-17)
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The Imposter!
“Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall
not come, except there come a falling away first, and that
man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition.” (2
Thessalonians 2:3 K.J.V.)
Clearly, the Muslims, Jews and even Christians want to
usher in a religious utopia. All three faiths have their
extremist wanting world dominion.
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has referred to the state of Israel
being on its way to total annihilation. We are told the
following:
“The purpose of the Holy Prophet’s appointment as a
Prophet was not merely to preach this Religion, but to
make it prevail over all others. In other words, he did
not bring this Religion so that it might survive in a
limited compartment of life which is allowed it by the
dominant religion, while the rest of the spheres of life,
by and large, should remain under the relentless control
of some false religion. But he had brought it so that it
should be the dominant Religion of life and any other
religion should survive, if at all it survives, only within
the limits in which it allows it to survive.” (Sayyid
Abdul A’la Maududi, The Meaning of the Qur’an vol.
5, p. 66, note 51).
Sura 48:28, “He it is Who has sent His Messenger
(Muhammad) with guidance and the religion of truth
(Islam), that He may make it (Islam) superior to all
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religions. And All-Sufficient is Allah as a Witness.”
(Hilali and Khan).
The Quran states three times that Islam will triumph over all
religions 61:9, 48:28, and 9:33.
__________________________________________________
Baruch Levy in a letter to Karl Marx, La Revue de Paris, p.
54, June 1st 1928 wrote that
“The Jewish people will attain world dominion by the
dissolution of other races… the Jewish rulers to abolish
private property, and everywhere to make use of the
resources of the state. Thus will the promise of the
Talmud be fulfilled, in which is said that when the
Messianic time is come the Jews will have all the
property of the whole world in their hands."
“Our race is the master race we are divine Gods on this
planet. We are as different from the inferior races as
they are from insects. In fact, compared to our race,
other races are beasts and animals, cattle as best. Other
races are as human excrement our destiny is to rule over
the inferior races. Our earthly kingdom will be ruled by
our leader with a rod of iron. The masses will lick our
feet, and serve us as our slaves.”
(Menachem Begin, Israeli Prime Minister, 1977-1983)
“Christians are heretics” (Abodah Zarah 16B), “Take
the life of the Klophoth (Gentile including Christian)
and kill them, and you will please God the same as one
who offers incense to Him.” (Sephar 177b)
The following are some interesting quotes:
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“The Jew - is the symbol of
eternity…He is the one who for
so long had guarded the prophetic
message and transmitted it to all
mankind. A people such as this
can never disappear. The Jew is
eternal. He is the embodiment of
eternity."
(Leo Tolstoy, “What is the Jew?” quoted in
The Final Resolution, pg. 189, printed in
Jewish World periodical, 1908)

"The Jew lends himself easily to
Communism because it enables him
to devote himself to a high cause,
involving all of humanity,
characteristics which are natural to
him as a Jew."
(Edmund Wilson - U.S. literary critic and
author (1895-1972)

"Jews rule the world by proxy.
They get others to fight and die
for them." (Mahathir)
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"So prominent was the Jewish role
in the foreign commerce of Europe
that those nations that received the
Jews gained and the countries that
excluded them lost in the volume
of international trade."
(Will Durant, The Story of Civilization The Reformation. (New York: Simon &
Shuster, 1953)

__________________________________________________
Pope Eugene IV had the following to
say: “The Sacrosanct Roman Church,
founded by the voice of our Lord and
Saviour, firmly believes, professes
and preaches…and proclaims that
those who are not living with the
Catholic Church, not only pagans, but
also Jews and heretics and schismatic
cannot become participants in eternal
life, but will depart ‘into everlasting fire which was
prepared for the devil and his angels’ unless before the
end of life the same have been added to the flock…And
no one, whatever almsgiving he has practiced, even if
he sheds his blood for the name of Christ, can be saved
unless he has remained in the bosom and unity of the
Catholic Church.” (Exbulla “camtale Domino”, Feb. 4,
1441.)
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“There are 2.3 billion
Christians in the world.
Probably 600 million of
them, I believe, are
Catholic. And so when
you take all of these
together, it is the largest
network in the world.”
(Rick Warren Interview with Charlie Rose, on August 17, 2006)

“John McCain's spiritual
guide, televalngelist Rod
Parsley, calls Islam a
"false religion" that
should be "destroyed."
Parsley has called upon
Christians to actively
confront the "false religion" of Islam with the aim of
destroying it. He urges his readers to realize that a
confrontation between Christianity and Islam is
unavoidable: "We find now we have no choice. The
time has come." He ramps up the fear: "We may already
be losing the battle. As I scan the world, I find that
Islam is responsible for more pain, more bloodshed, and
more devastation than nearly any other force on earth at
this moment." Parsley claims that Islam is an "antiChrist religion" predicated on "deception." The Muslim
prophet, Mohammed, he writes, "received revelations
from demons and not from the true God.”
motherjones.com/washington_dispatch/2008/03/john-mccain-rod-parsley-spiritual-guide.html
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“And, these Islamic
fundamentalists, these
radical terrorists, these
Middle Eastern
monsters are committed
to destroying the Jewish
nation, driving her into
the Mediterranean,
conquering the world.”
(Jerry Falwell)

__________________________________________________
Who will win, establishing world
dominion? As I ponder on that
thought, a scene from the movie, “The
Good, The Bad and the Ugly” comes
to mind! All three nervously standing,
as the great draw begins. Will Islam be
the last religion standing? On the other
hand, will it be Judaism? It is
teetering…
I’ve read the article’s that claim radical Islam is the Beast.
The evidence is quite over whelming. One clue used is that the
great city (Rev. 17) sits on seven mountains or hills. The city
Mecca is surrounded by seven mountains. Did you know that?
They are:
1. Jabal Quba
2. Jabal al Qinaa
3. Jabal Hindi
4. Jabal Qubais
5. Jabal Li Aali
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6. Jabal Jijad
7. Jabal Jifan
Since the Roman Catholic Church is the head of
Christianity, she too sits on seven mountains. The Seven Hills
of Rome are:
1. Cermalus
2. Cispius
3. Fagutal
4. Oppius
5. Palatium
6. Sucusa
7. Velia
Oh, what do we do now? Two of the three major world
religions sit on seven hills. Well we have a great dilemma
because a third city sits on seven hills. That is correct, the
great city known today as Jerusalem. They are:
1. Mount of Olives
2. Mount Scopus
3. Golgotha
4. Hills of Offense
5. Mount Zion
6. Mount Moriah
7. Mount Herzi
If you happen to be one of those believers that have a strong
desire to get a first class ticket to the so called promise land,
(I’m sorry to say but that holy land is part of Ha Shatan’s
counterfeit system) may I kindly remind you the only way you
will be permitted to enter into Israel is if you agree to follow
the Noahide Laws. Remember these laws are the counterfeit
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ones. Once the pilgrim journey has taken place, many will be
in the lion’s den. I ask you to consider the following:
“and their dead bodies lie in the street of the great city
which spiritually is called Sedom and Mitsrayim, where
also our Master was impaled.” (Revelation 11:8)
Not only do all three major faiths sit on
seven hills but also the Judeo, Christians
and Muslims are all waiting for a Messiah. In
Jerusalem, each faith has sites they believe to be
very holy. The church of the “Holy Sepulcher” is
the holiest site in Christianity. This church is
believed to sit on the very spot where Jesus was
buried and raised from the dead. To the
Muslims, the Dome Rock and Al-Aqsa Mosque
marks Mohammed’s celestial journey. To the
Jew, the Wailing Wall (Western Wall) is believed to be the
only remains of Solomon’s Temple. Since the Holy of Holies
has been destroyed according to many, the presence of
Ha’Shem can now be found at the Wailing Wall. A quick note,
all these sites are just traditional meaning they are all
speculated to be ‘qodesh’ (holy). In reality, this so-called
promise land is Ha-Shatan’s stage!
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The Imposter will need a place to pitch his tent (body). We
are told the following: “and he shall pitch the tents of his
palace between the seas and the splendid set-apart mountain,
but shall come to his end with none to help him.” (Daniel 11:45)
Since the false Messiah (Son of Perdition), is going to
deceive the whole world, (even the elect if it were possible)
the most convenient place for the Imposter to take rule will be
a city where all three major faiths come together. A City of
Confusion (YeshaYahu/Isaiah 24:10)! Upon my study, I was
shocked to find that the holiest site for all three major faiths
just so happens to be Mt. Zion.
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Beloved one, The
Great Delusion is
for the Imposter to
step foot on Mt.
Zion. This will be
accomplished with
the help of the bluebeam hologram
project. Ha-Shatan
with 144,000 cloned
demons, all
masquerading as messengers of light, will descend upon the
holiest site to all three prominent religions, Mt. Zion.
Yep right there, I believe the Imposter is going to fulfill
prophecy since he will come in place of the real Mashiach,
Yahushua.
This is not about oil, riches, nor power, but worship! HaShatan wants to have his fifteen minutes of fame. For this
brief time, the whole earth will worship the Son of Perdition
(False Messiah)! Only those whose names are written in the
Lamb's Book of Life will be able to discern this counterfeit
system.
It will not matter whom the Imposter is called, Allah, God,
Jesus, Yeshua, Mohammed or the many other names ( he
might have 666 names) because all three major faiths will
worship the Dragon. He will be the great Ha’Shem. The cord
that ties all three religions together is their belief in
monotheism (one god), all are descendants of Abraham and all
are against homosexuality.
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When can we expect this grand illusion to occur? I am not
going to give any dates but will share the season that is soon
upon us. All three major religions will accept the Imposter,
only after they have fought profusely, right to the point of
almost total annihilation. In order to bring about something
new, first the old must be destroyed. After much blood has
been shed, people will eagerly accept the new change. This is
the very moment ha Shatan that serpent, the devil, of old has
been waiting for... it is going to be grand and right on
schedule.
Hold up, wait a minute let me explain something. The
cleverest delusion has already been thought up many years
ago. Create a thesis such as Judea-Christianity including the
Messianics, and then create an anti-thesis such as Islam. After
thesis and anti-thesis fight almost to the point of extinction,
what rises up out of the ashes, will be a final synthesis
(change). False Peace will emerge. If you are not right with
Yahuwah nor know Him now is the time to seek Him!
Are YOU ready for that change?
I know this is totally radical to what many have been taught
but it is the truth! Sun Tzu (The Art of War) said, “All warfare
is based on deception.”
That is very interesting considering how a man
by the name of Albert Pike back in 1870
received a vision of what would need to conspire
to bring about a New World Order. Of course,
this man, Albert Pike said that Jewish Kaballah
(Qab-bala, qabbalah, Cabbalah, Kabala, Kabbala, Qabala
Kabbalah means 'reception, receiving, tradition') is the core
behind the rituals in Freemasonry. He would know since he is
the one who wrote the rituals to all 33 levels of Freemasonry.
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He was deep into the occult, the Illuminati. There is a statue
of him in Washington D.C. He also wrote the book/manual,
“Morals and Dogma.” Even the Jewish Kabbalist is waiting
for the Kabbalistic Master to rise up during the end times. This
occultic being will usher in an age of utopia, a N.W.O. Albert
Pike wrote a letter to Mazzini describing a detailed sinister
plan to the brotherhood, on how three wars would be needed
to bring about the N.W.O. Please understand that the
Freemasons have filtered into all religions, namely the three
major ones, Judaism, Christianity and Islam! Yep, they are all
working together, trying to outwit their opponent, humankind,
the playing field... planet earth!
The public has been and will be deceived into acting upon
every revolution and all three wars. All we can do is marvel,
at the precise detail of how the first two wars unfolded exactly
as planned. As you will soon discover the third world war is
unfolding before our very eyes! This is very disturbing
because way too many are falling for it. Only those who have
ears to hear and eyes to see shall understand. I pray You, the
reader can see. May this book not be made in vain.
May I suggest while the information is still readable on line
(soon we will lose access to the internet) please visit,
www.threeworldwars.com
“The Third World War must be fomented by taking
advantage of the differences caused by the ‘agentur’ of
the ‘illuminati’ between the political Zionists and the
leaders of Islamic World. The war must be conducted
in such a way that Islam (the Moslem Arabic World)
and political Zionism (the state of Israel) mutually
destroy each other. Meanwhile the other nations, once
more divided on this issue will be constrained to fight to
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the point of complete physical, moral, spiritual and
economical exhaustion...”
Wow, please read that again. As the spirit
of chaos is unleashed during these end
times, unity amongst Jews, Christians and
Messianics will fight against the radical
Islam's (they believe their messiah will
come when the world is in chaos). Are you
starting to see how all this works? Do not
be deceived! This is no different from the black flag
operations. Say department ‘A’ unleashes a deadly chemical in
any downtown city. Then Department ‘B’ (FEMA) comes to
bring aide to the people. Now it is department C’s job to play
the blame game, ‘who unleashed the deadly chemical?’ Well
congratulations, we have just entered the grey zone! You
could call it the ‘twilight zone’ but I don’t want to get that
song stuck in my head. Anyway, all departments are working
together. It sure sounds crazy, does it not? We must
understand we are dealing with Ha Shatan’s followers.
Read the following carefully: Pastor John Hagee’s D.C.
Meeting Worries Jews by Dave Eberhart, NewsMax.com
“Pastor John Hagee says Armageddon will soon strike
the nation of Israel, so he’s enlisting Christians to help
protect Israel against an attack from Iran.”
“The enemies of Israel are the enemies of America,”
Hagee said. “They are the enemies of life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness. These enemies have drawn the
battle line. If a line has to be drawn-then draw that line
around both Christians and Jews! We are one.”
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Zionist like John Hagee and those members of Christians
United for Israel (CUFI) are pushing for Armageddon.
According to Hagee, “The United States must join Israel in a
pre-emptive military strike against Iran to fulfill God’s plan
for both Israel and the West...a biblically prophesied end-time
confrontation with Iran, which will lead to Rapture,
Tribulation and Second Coming of Christ.”
I would be very cautious of anyone promoting politicians.
Especially John Hagee endorsing Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.
Red flag! I have not voted nor will I ever vote. What they are
not telling us that this will be the fake Armageddon to usher
in a fake messiah (Son of Perdition)! Think I am wrong?
From the above article:

“Hagee identifies as the Anti-Christ none other than the head
of the European Union. According to Hagee, in the ramp-up to
Armageddon, the EU chief will rule “a one-world government,
a one-world currency and a one-world religion” for three and a
half years. The “demonic world leader” will then be
confronted by a false prophet, identified by Hagee as China-at
Armageddon, the Mount of Megiddo in Israel. As they prepare
for the final battle, Jesus will return on a white horse and cast
both villains and a host of nonbelievers, including Jewish
nonbelievers- into a “lake of fire burning with brimstone.”
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Please read that again! He has just made claims as to whom
the Anti-Christ is! But guess what? There are many antimessiahs but only ONE Son of Perdition! This will be the
biggest False flag (Encyclopedia Britannica: false flag is a
covert operation conducted by government, corporations or
other organization, which are designed to happen as though
they were carried out by other entities.) of All time. When the
long awaited false messiah (The Imposter) shows up, we will
enter in the false millennium that will usher in Jacobs’s
trouble/the Great Distress. The Messiah, Yahushua told us this
would be the worst time in all of history.
The Imposter will show up when the world is in chaos.
During time of great hardships people look for two things, one
a hero and the other… someone to blame! Remember Hitler?
And who was blamed? The Imposter will claim to save
humankind from their own destruction.
Let us not forget when they say peace and safety then
sudden destruction befalls them. First, the fighting will be
elevated to get the false Armageddon. Then the stage will be
set and ready to receive the fallen star...a.k.a. Lucifer.
The Great Delusion many will have fallen for and that is
why this book needs to get to as many people as possible. The
birth pangs are coming faster and faster. As writing this book,
much is unfolding at an accelerated rate. The Pope has now
said that aliens are brothers! I am not here to support any of
the three major faiths. Nevertheless, with that said, we must
understand that the Beast is not just Islam. Islam just happens
to be a card being held in the Illuminati’s hands. My
goodness, even Muslims believe Jesus Christ is coming back
as the Messiah.
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hadith to 61:9:
“Allah’s Messenger said: "By Him (Allah) in Whose
Hand my soul is, surely the son of Mary [Isa (Jesus)]
will shortly descend amongst you people (Muslims),
and will judge mankind justly by the Law of the Quran
(as a just ruler) and will break the Cross and kill pigs
and abolish the Jizyah [a tax] ...." (Bukhari 3:2222)
As we have uncovered, all three major religions (Judaism,
Christianity and Islam) each hold claim to world dominion.
Each has their sects of extremist. They believe fighting for
their religion is justified. All non-believers are considered
infidels. Each main headquarter sits on seven hills (Mecca,
Rome, Jerusalem). They claim Abraham is their father. Each
is waiting for a Messiah. All three are monotheism. All three
are against homosexuals. If this book has failed in presenting
the information needed to show that all three are puppets in ha
shatan’s scheme of things, then maybe the following will be
the straw that breaks the camel's back.
“Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count
the number of the beast: for it is the number of a
man; and his number [is] Six hundred threescore
[and] six.” (Revelation 13:18)
The number of a man seems to be popping up in various
places. Some say 666 is UPC bar codes, other like the Jose
Luis de Jesus Miranda, a minister from Florida had 666
tattooed on his arm along with many of his church members.
Some believe it is credit cards, the calendar, even the Social
Security Cards, National I.D. card, the pyramids, or a
computer chip (RFID) being implanted into the arm or
forehead. My view is that all these in some way or another
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may be connected to the Beast system. However, the Mark of
the Beast is all about whom we worship and is anti-Messiah!
Indeed much confusion has been spread regarding the
number 666 (616). In order to wage a third war between the
Judea-Christianity verses Islam, it seems very likely that one
of these groups is going to have to become a target. Wouldn’t
you agree? I mean, to rage a religious war, a religion has to
take the fall! The Muslims hate the Jews and Christians. This
hatred is going off in all directions.
A former Muslim by the name
of Simon Altaf wrote in his book,
“Islam Peace or Beast” that John
actually wrote the symbol he saw.
This Mark Altaf claims it means
“In the Name of Allah.” To those
part of the hidden agenda, they
are spreading fear that Islam will
rise to power and all will have to
bow to Allah. Let us not forget that Mohammed’s wife was a
Catholic! The attention has been diverted to Islam; this is the
plan of the Illuminati. Order out of
Chaos! Since Islam is part of the plan
(a daughter of the great whore), is it
any wonder they too would use that
image? The secret symbols are hidden
keys that bind the followers together.
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“Virarius Filii Dei” is Latin for Vicar of
Christ/Son of God. This title can be
found inscribed on the Papal
Coronation used to be on the Pope’s
Mitre (dagon fish hat). What is
interesting is that Romith (Hebrew)
means Roman Kingdom and equals 666
along with Romiti, (Roman Man).
Also watch out for any political leader that claims the Pope
is a “Great Man of God.” Each group has it’s leaders that are
all working together to bring about the New World Order.
Would you be surprised
if I told you the third major
religion in the world also
has the Number of a man?
The emblem on the Israeli
flag known as the “Seal of
Solomon” (the so-called
Star of David) also equals
666? The six-pointed star,
the hexagram has six
points, forms six
equilateral triangles and
forms a six-sided hexagon
(666).
This is not David’s Star,
David’s Shield nor is it a
symbol used by the
children of Yisrael. When King Solomon was old, he turned
to other deities, like Moleck and Ashtoreth. He built high
places to worship them. The wife he loved the most was the
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daughter of King Pharaoh. He even did evil in the sight of
Yahuwah (1 Kings 11:4-9). The Temple that the Illuminati
wants to rebuilt is Solomon’s Temple. Ever heard of
Solomon’s Men? This star is mentioned in Amos 5:26: ‘And
you took up the tent of Molek, and the star of your mighty
one Kiyyun (Remphan), images which you made to bow
before them. Therefore I shall remove you beyond Babel.’
(Acts 7:43)
"To the sorcerer, the
hexagram is a powerful tool
to invoke Satan." In fact,
the word "hex" -- as to put
a "hex" or "curse" on
people -- comes from this
word.” (Bill Schnoebelen,
ex-satanist)
"When the male triangle
penetrates the female
triangle it produces the sixpointed crest of Solomon or
hexagram, the most wicked
symbol in witchcraft."
(David J. Meyer former
witch)
According to the Masonic and Eastern Star, the six-pointed
star is the most powerful and ancient of all symbols.
Clearly, the six-pointed star is used in sorcery, witchcraft and
is very occultic.
Did you know that Freemasonry and Judaism are one and
the same?
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In 1855, the renowned Rabbi Isaac Wise wrote:
"Freemasonry is a Jewish establishment, whose history,
grades, official appointments, passwords, and explanations
are Jewish from beginning to end."
The Jewish Tribune
newspaper, in 1927, in
an editorial, stated:
"Freemasonry is based
on Judaism. Eliminate
the teachings of
Judaism from the
Masonic ritual and
what is left?”
According to the
article, “A modest
proposal” written by
Rabbi Menachem Froman, (The Jerusalem Post 1999),
Jerusalem will be the capital of the world. They will call it
the city of peace! That city will rule the whole world. The
advertising has already gone forth, “Israeli Capital of One
Government for One world!” They want to build Solomon’s
Temple there.
"Kabbalah: The sacred books of black magic of
Orthodox Judaism which form a large part of the basis
of the western secret societies, from Rosicrucianism to
Freemasonry and the OTO. Kabbalism is itself derived
from the sorcery of ancient Babylon and...Pharaohic
Egypt." (Craig Heimbichner, Blood on the Altar)
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"Kabbalism is a system of Jewish mysticism and
magic and is the foundational element in modern
witchcraft. Virtually all of the great witches and
sorcerers of this century were Kabbalists." (William J.
Schnoebelen, ex-Satanist)
The Hebrew Cabala is a series of occultic writings that are
as demonic as any incantation ever uttered in witchcraft.
Webster's Dictionary tells us the Cabala (sometimes spelled
Kabbala) is "an occult religious philosophy developed by
certain Jewish rabbis..."(James Lloyd The Apocalypse
Chronicles (Vol. VII, No. 1, 2005)
As we can see all three major faiths are connected together.
To me it seems, the plan of the Jesuits is to get the Christians
to support the state of Israel, unite and fight against Islam.
When the Islamic Nations gather against the state of Israel, the
Imposter will show up saving mankind from total destruction.
Under this world dictator, the lost tribes will be permitted to
enter into the so called holy land with strict observance of the
Noahide Laws.
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Remember they are all working together!
“There is a striking point that runs through Jewish
history as a whole. Western civilization was born in the
Middle East, and the Jews were at its crossroads. In the
heyday of Rome, the Jews were close to the Empire's.
When power shifted eastward, the Jewish center was in
Babylon; when it skipped to Spain, there again were the
Jews. When in the Middle Ages the center of
civilization moved into Central Europe, the Jews were
waiting for it in Germany and Poland. The rise of the
United States to the leading world power found Judaism
focused there. And now, today, when the pendulum
seems to be swinging back toward the Old World and
the East rises to renewed importance, there again are the
Jews in Israel…” (Professor Huston Smith The
Religious of Man, New York: Harper Collins, 1989)
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I’m reminded of George Santayan‘s quote (A
Philosopher)…“Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it.” Shall we, not forget the crusades?
A final one is on the horizon!
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The Final Crusade!

Whomever does not accept this new change, will be
eliminated to keep world peace. All opposers will be enemies
of the state, terrorist. This is when ALL nations will be
enraged with Yisra’el. That Dragon, the World Dictator will
rule from the fake land, making war with the remnant. These
Qodesh Ones will continue to keep the Commandments and
will not deny Yahushua’s name (Rev. 14:12; 12:17). As the
Ruach Ha Qodesh (Spirit of Apartness) descends on all flesh,
many will wake up!
Sadly, the brainwashing has
been spewed within all three
major faiths. All thinking they
are the righteous ones. To
them, fighting a religious war
is justified. This will be their
sacred duty! This type of ideology (kill all infidels) must be
implanted into their minds now. That way when the Final
Crusade comes, the programming will be a success.
Life as many of us know it
will have gotten so bad during
this time, that the majority of
people will have eagerly
embraced the Imposter! Peace
will reign for a short time. All
three major religions will have
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been united by the World Dictator. They are trying this now.
Check out some of these headlines:
“Vatican, Muslim Scholars Announce Alliance”
By Sylvia Poggioli
“Vatican, Muslims Plan for Talks with Pope”
By Sylvia Poggioli
“Pope Discusses Brotherhood with Muslims in Turkey”
By Ivan Watson
“Evangelical Christians and Jews Unite for Israel”
By David Firestone
“Nazareth Project Uniting Christians, Jews and Muslims”
“Christian, Jewish & Muslim Leaders Unite in Campaign to
Halt Jerusalem Gay Festival”
By Eunice K. Y.
“Religions form a united front Switzerland's leading
Christian denominations have joined forces with Muslims
and Jewish communities to create a Council of Religions.”
“Jews, Christians, Muslims unite at camp”
Written by Sara Loftson, The Catholic Register.
“Muslim, Christian and Jewish Religious Leaders Unite to
Fight Global Warming.”
“Call for Muslim-Christian Unity 'Very Encouraging', Says
Vatican Interfaith Head”
By Eric Young.

Once the City of Confusion is in place, there will be ten
nations with seven kings now having their reign for one hour
with the Beast:
“And the ten horns which you saw are ten sovereigns
who have not yet received a reign, but receive authority
as sovereigns with the beast for one hour. They have
one mind, and they shall give their power and authority
to the beast.” (Revelation 17: 12-13)
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Peace will reign for a short time and as it has been written
then sudden destruction will befall them.
“For when they say, “Peace and safety!” then suddenly
destruction comes upon them, as labour pains upon a
pregnant woman, and they shall not escape.”
(1 Thessalonians 5:3)
If it had been mandatory to be vaccinated against Avian Flu,
those that did receive the vaccine could very well become
deadly sick. During the time of the Inquisition the Yahudims
were blamed for the black plague. I can only wonder what the
children of Yisrael will be blamed for in the upcoming, Final
Crusade. Just remember the following:
“A thousand fall at your side, And ten thousand at your
right hand; But it does not come near you.”
(Tehillim/Psalms 91:7)
We may be like those conversos during the Inquisition.
What is that? “Hence, they are neither moors (Muslim) nor
Jews and Christians in name only. (“The Origins of the
Inquisition in Fifteenth Century Spain, By B. Netanyahu”)
When the blame game begins, it will be very easy for the
Dragon to wage war against the Qodesh Ones:
“And the dragon was enraged with the woman, and he
went to fight with the remnant of her seed, those
guarding the commands of Elohim and possessing
the witness of Yahushua Messiah.” (Revelation 12:17)
Years’ worth of brainwashing will have finally paid off.
That is why video games depicting mass religious murdering
are so dangerous!
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This Final Crusade will begin when the Fourth Beast turns
on the woman. This will be the start of Jacob’s Trouble. The
Dragon will be enraged with the woman’s (true Yisra’el) seed
(Lamb’s Bride) and wage war against them. They will not
break the Ten Commandments (Marriage Vows) nor deny
the Messiah, Yahushua (Revelation 14:12). The Dragon will
gather his army, which will include all those whose name, are
not written in the Lamb’s Book. We are told the following:
“And out of his mouth the serpent spewed water like a
river after the woman, to cause her to be swept away by
the river.” (Revelation 12:15)
This flood will be a huge
army! Just as the early
believers were sought after
from city to city so shall the
Bride. She will be hunted
down. Thousands were burned
on stakes, tortured, thrown in
dungeons, and deceased family
members would even be found
guilty during the Inquisition. Henry Charles Lea said, “The
story is terrible enough without ‘reducing it to figures. It’s
awful significance lies in the fact that men were found who
consciously did this... in the name of the gospel of peace and
of him (Jesus) who came to teach the brotherhood of man.”
(Henry Charles Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain
vols. 1 and 4 N.Y. Macmillan, 1906, 1907).
Just like during the Inquisition whoever opposed the
Universal Catholic Church was a heretic and enemy of the
state. The first Crusade (holy war) was about the Christians
against the Muslims fighting over Jerusalem. The Final
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Crusade (Holy war) will be against those who will not
worship the Beast. They will continue to obey Yahuwah
rather than man. Just like times of old, by killing you, they
will think they are doing Yahuwah’s work. (John 16:2) The
coming Judea-Christian war verses Islam is nothing new.
“What has been is what shall be, what has been done
is what shall be done, and there is no new matter
under the sun. Is there a matter of which it is said,
“See, this is new”? It was here already, long ago.”
(Qoheloth/Ecclesiastes 1:9-10)
What is interesting is that during the time of Reconquista the
Jews and Christians united to fight against the Moors
(Muslims). Many wealthy Jews even helped finance the army.
Did you know it was a Jewish man that told the Pope to
send the Inquisition to Spain? Alfonso De Spina called for the
destruction of all Jews that converted to Christianity. Hitler
was also a Jew!
Truly, it must have been a horror seeing the
Inquisition entering a village. About thirty
men all dressed with white robes, marching
on foot to the rhythm of a drum. Their faces
hiding under the black hoods as they carried the huge cross.
What an eerie feeling these men brought. The fate of the
heretics laid in their hands. Inspectors would climb up on the
highest rooftop looking for homes that had no fire coming
from their chimneys on the Sabbath, looking for relapsed
Christians.
The Inquisitors truly believed that their job was to get the
heretic to repent! And so by doing the heretic would be saved.
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To the Inquisitors any method used would justify the means.
These methods included torture, gagging, cutting off limbs,
hoisting, and something like water boarding known as ‘potro’.
This is outrageous! These were extreme zealots. When one
was found to be a heretic, they were assumed to be guilty,
having no proof of their innocence. They eagerly stood by,
watching the poor victim suffer while anxiously waiting for
the confession. Spain wanted a united Christian nation. They
would stop at nothing to achieve that goal. The Final Crusade
will be the same.
This terror even reaches a point that a person could sin just
by thinking anything against the church. Speaking of that,
were you aware that the U.S. House of Representatives
passed, “Thought Crime Prevention Bill”? Beloved ones,
they are setting up the dominos (laws) and soon when all is in
place, they will be enforced! It is not a matter of if but of
when. I did an in-depth study on the Crusades and Inquisition
some time ago. I think it is very important for all believers to
know this history. We can learn from the Inquisition and the
Crusades.
The first Crusade Christians Knights
against Muslim. After Pope Urban II’s
famous speech, people by the thousands
fell to their knees swearing their
allegiance to the Pope. Many women
and children took up their cross also!
Soldiers during the Crusade were called, Christ’s Soldiers
and it was known as the Christian Army. Those in the army
believed they were defending the messiah and the church. If
you think a Muslim will not join forces with a Christian, you
might find the following interesting as I did. As Raymon of
Toulouse led the Crusaders to the Mediterranean coast, Shiite
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Muslims joined themselves to the Crusaders. Can you believe
that?
Some believers could very
well be in the upcoming,
auto-da-fe. All accusers
would be handed over to the
government, to be burned at
the stake. During the
Inquisition the dead was even
judged and carried in the autoda-fe to be burned. This is
how sick, wicked and evil
these people were. The
Messiah, Yahushua has
warned us that the Great
Distress (Great Tribulation,
Jacob's Trouble) is going to
be the worst time in all of
history (Matthew 24:1)! This Final Crusade will be so horrific
that the duration period will be shortened for the elects sake, if
not no flesh would survive (Mark 13:30). When we reach this
time in history, please understand we will be dealing with pure
evil; ha Shatan (Satan, devil) will be in the flesh. There was
a time when ha Shatan (Satan, devil) could go in the presence
of the Throne:
“And he showed me Yahushua the high priest standing
before the messenger of Yahuwah, and Satan standing
at his right hand to be an adversary to him.”
(ZekarYahu/Zachariah 3:1)
“And the day came to be that the sons of Elohim came
to present themselves before Yahuwah, and Satan also
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came among them. And Yahuwah said to Satan, “From
where do you come?” And Satan answered Yahuwah
and said, “From diligently searching in the earth, and
from walking up and down in it.” (Yob/Job 1:6-7)
“And Yahuwah said to Satan, “See, all that he has is in
your hand. Only do not lay a hand on himself.” And
Satan went out from the presence of Yahuwah.”
(Yob/Job 1:12)
During the time of the Great Distress (Great
Affliction, Jacob’s Trouble, Great
Tribulation), ha shatan could very well be
stuck down here on earth, in a clone body
posing as the Mashiach. That could be why he
has a short time.
“And He said to them, “I saw Satan falling out of the
heaven as lightning.” (Luke 10:18)
“But they were not strong enough, nor was a place
found for them in the heaven any longer. And the great
dragon was thrown out, that serpent of old, called the
Devil and Satan, who leads all the world astray. He was
thrown to the earth, and his messengers were thrown out
with him. And I heard a loud voice saying in the
heaven, “Now have come the deliverance and the power
and the reign of our Elohim, and the authority of His
Messiah, for the accuser of our brothers, who accused
them before our Elohim day and night, has been thrown
down. “And they overcame him because of the Blood of
the Lamb, and because of the Word of their witness, and
they did not love their lives to the death. “Because of
this rejoice, O heavens, and you who dwell in them!
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Woe to the earth and the sea, because the devil has
come down to you, having great wrath, knowing that he
has little time.” And when the dragon saw that he had
been thrown to the earth, he persecuted the woman who
gave birth to the male child.” (Revelation 12:8-13)
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Day of Yahuwah!
“And Yahuwah shall give forth His voice before His army,
for His camp is very great, for mighty is the doer of His
word. For the day of Yahuwah is great and very awesome,
and who does bear it?” (Yo’el/Joel 2:11)
The Messiah, Yahushua told us that during the Great
Distress (Great Tribulation, Jacob's Trouble), many
believers will be handed over to the high courts (Mark 13:9).
He goes on to tell us that this will be the worst time of all
history (Matthew/Mattithyahu 24:21). As a matter of fact, it is
so bad that the duration of this time will be shortened, if not
no flesh would survive (Matthew/Mattithyahu 24:22).
“And when He opened the fifth seal, I saw under the
altar the beings of those having been slain for the Word
of Elohim and for the witness which they held, and
they cried with a loud voice, saying, “How long, O
Master, set-apart and true, until You judge and avenge
our blood on those who dwell on the earth?” And there
was given to each one a white robe, and they were told
that they should rest a little while longer, until both the
number of their fellow servants and their brothers, who
would be killed as they were, was completed.”
(Revelation 6:9-11)
Since Yahuwah created nature, I believe He will use it to
bring about his wrath. When the time has been completed,
Yahuwah the Mighty One of Yisra’el will have had enough.
The earth will be ripe (Revelation 14:15-20). He is jealous for
His people (Yo’el/Joel 2:18). His wrath will be unleashed
upon the wicked. No mad scientist, not even HAARP will be
able to manipulate the coming cataclysmic events.
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“And immediately after the distress of those days the
sun shall be darkened, and the moon shall not give its
light, and the stars shall fall from the heaven, and the
powers of the heavens shall be shaken. “And then the
sign of the Son of Adam shall appear in the heaven, and
then all the tribes of the earth shall mourn, and they
shall see the Son of Adam coming on the clouds of the
heaven with power and much esteem.”
(MattithYahu/Matthew 24:29-30)
This will be major! I read a very interesting article in regards
to the Pole Shift. The Scriptures due seem to describe a pole
shift occurring right at the Messiah’s return:
“And heaven departed like a scroll being rolled up, and
every mountain and island was moved out of its place.
And the sovereigns of the earth, and the great ones, and
the rich ones, and the commanders, and the mighty, and
every slave and every free one, hid themselves in the
caves and in the rocks of the mountains, and said to the
mountains and rocks, “Fall on us and hide us from the
face of Him sitting on the throne and from the wrath of
the Lamb, because the great day of His wrath has come,
and who is able to stand?” (Revelation 6:14-17)
Wow! Were you aware the government has been building
underground facilities and bunkers to hide in? They have been
stockpiling food, water, medication and even seeds. They
think this will save them. In the event of a Pole Shift, the earth
will be turned upside down. Consider the following words of
the prophet YeshaYahu:
“The earth shall stagger like a drunkard. And it
shall totter like a hut, and its transgression shall be
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heavy upon it, and it shall fall, and not rise again.”
(Isaiah/YeshaYahu 24:20)
Now consider the following about earth’s axle:
(www.divulgence.net)
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All those who thought they were going to get a free ride out
in the so-called Rapture will be very shocked knowing they
believed a lie. Entering these last days, we are seeing the signs
in the sky. Man can manipulate the weather to bring about
chaos or to try to slow down the effects of the Pole Shifting all
they want. I believe it is inevitable to happen, at the return of
the Messiah:
“And there shall be signs in the sun, and moon, and
stars, and on the earth anxiety of nations, in
bewilderment at the roaring of the sea, and
agitation, men fainting from fear and the expectation
of what is coming on the earth, for the powers of the
heavens shall be shaken. “And then they shall see the
Son of Adam coming in a cloud with power and
much esteem. “And when these matters begin to take
place, look up and lift up your heads, because your
redemption draws near.” (Luke 21:25-28)
The oldest lie was spoken by that serpent to Hawwah, “And
the serpent said to the woman, “You shall certainly not
die” (Gen. 3:4). This is why thousands have fallen for the
false teaching called the ‘rapture.’ They think they will be
spared death. Let’s face it, many do not want to die. That is
against the Scriptures though. For it is written, “For the
wages of sin is death, but the favourable gift of Elohim is
everlasting life in Messiah Yahushua our Master.”
(Romans 6:23). Even the believers that overcome the Great
Distress and remain at the last trumpet will still have to give
up this flesh body:
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“And this I say, brothers, that flesh and blood is
unable to inherit the reign of Elohim, neither does
corruption inherit incorruption. See, I speak a secret to
you: We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be
changed, in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the
last trumpet. For the trumpet shall sound, and the dead
shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed.
For this, corruptible has to put on incorruption, and
this mortal to put on immortality. And when this
corruptible has put on incorruption, and this mortal has
put on immortality, then shall come to be the word that
has been written, “Death is swallowed up in
overcoming.” “O Death, where is your sting? O grave,
where is your overcoming?” (1 Corinthians 15:50-55)
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Conclusion
Clearly, we are living in strange times. The little scroll that the
prophet Daniel was told to seal up has been unsealed during
these last days. Only those who have eyes to see and ears to
hear shall understand. Mystery Babylon has been exposed.
The Noahide Laws are extremely dangerous and who’d ever
think many protestant preachers along with others would be
preaching a different message. They have degraded the
Messiah’s atoning blood. This message of two laws, one for
the Jew and Gentile is not only appalling but goes against
Scriptures. The Torah leads and points us to Messiah,
Yahushua but when one takes the Messiah away then they
are lost. Let us not forget that there is neither Jew nor Gentile
for we all are one in Messiah! Those who divert the atoning
blood to strictly Torah observance are anti-messiah.
As we have learned all three major religions are being trained
to first fight against each other. When the time comes, I truly
believe they will unite under the coming world dictator
known as the, "Son of Perdition". The secret elite are about to
orchestrate the biggest fraud of all time, the only question
remains, will YOU fall, for it?
I do hope this book has been a help to all who reads it. I
humbly ask that if I am in error, in any way within this book,
may Yahuwah have mercy on my being. May you, the reader
forgive me, for I too am a student having much to learn. Let us
all continue to stay awake and pray for wisdom, understanding
and knowledge, so that we may endure to the end.
Please remember the Imposter comes first! Those that are
handed over during the Great Distress (Great
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Tribulation, Jacob's Trouble) will be empowered and full
with the Ruach Ha Qodesh. He tells us that in the latter days,
He will pour out is Ruach on all flesh. I believe this
corresponds with when the Messiah tells us the following:
“But beware of men, for they shall deliver you up to
sanhedrins and flog you in their congregations. “And
you shall be brought before governors and sovereigns
(Kings) for My sake, as a witness to them and to the
gentiles. “But when they deliver you up, do not worry
about how or what you should speak. For it shall be
given to you in that hour what you shall speak, for it is
not you who speak, but the Spirit of your Father
speaking in you.” (Matthew/Mattithyahu 10:17-20)
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